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FIVE DIE IN
ILLINOIS WRECK
LAST SUNDAY
Mrs. Bertha Wood,
Fulton Victim, Is
Buried At Hickman
Five people were killed in a
2-car smashup near Tuscola, Illinois last Sunday. The dead included Mrs. Bertha Burton Wood
of Fulton and Mrs. Betty Tucker, a former county resident who
had been living in Chicago.
Tommy Tucker, 11-year-old
son of Mrs. Tucker, was critically inujred and not expected to
live. He was taken to a hospital
in Tuscola.
Mrs. Tucker and her son had
FIVE GENERATIONS: Mrs. Margaert Aydelott, 93,
been visiting in Fulton, and Mrs.
granddaughtgreat-great
two-month-old
holds her little
Wood was returning to Chicago
er. Margaret Lynn Brown. Mrs Aydelott's daughter, Mrs. with them.
111
Wood was born in Glass,
Lon Kimball, her grand-daughter. Mrs. Smith Brown,
and great-grandson Leroy F.rown pose for picture made Tenn . near Dyersburg
She was a storekeeper in
last Tuesday, July 3. See story.
I Riceville for eight years and in
(Photo courtesy Cardner'm Studio)
!Hickman for 11 or 12 years.
Her husband died in 1943 She
Fire Generations Gather To Honor Mrs. Margaret I was
a member of the Church of
Aydelott On Her Ninety-Third Birthday Party
Christ in Obion County.
She leaves a son. Robert M,
Tuesday. July3 wag a happy
Tucker of West Salem. Ohio; a
day for Mrs. Margaret Aydelott
daughter, Mrs. Raymond Hutchwhen five generations of her
ens of Fulton: seven grandfamily gathered in her home to
--jottings from children, Paula and Terry
celebrate her 93rd birthday.
Hutchens of Fulton, Timothy
wers
children
At toxin. her
r'
and Debby Tucker of West
there and they prepared a wonSalem,
Ohio; Mrs. E. B. Rozzell
derful dioner They are Mr. Lon.
of Fulton. Bobby Tucker of the
Kindled' fWingi. 1144.11e 1, Mr.t.
U. S. Air Force, and Tommy
Shouse roper of Mayfield, Mrs.
Tucker .who was injured in the
Ethel Bomar of Detroit, Miss
accident.
Stella Aydelott of Water Valley,
Funeral services were held at
Miss
Jatkson.
Porter Aydelott of
the Methodist Church in RiceDetivit,
and Boyd Aydelott of
vine. Tuesday. Burial was in the
Mich
Hickman cemetery.
A.Ww
%%MOM
During the efts rnoon -Mrs
Funeral services for M r s.
grandshildren. sevAydelott's
Do you have spots before your Bettie Davie Tucker will be held
eral great grandchildren and eyes' Are you run-down, out of Thursday afternoon
at two
one great great grandchild, lit- energy and your golf game is o'clock at the Brownsville BapReaPrawn,
tle Margaret [Jenne
suffering? Do you wake up tist Church near Hickman. Rev.
months-old daughter of Wanda nights, can't sleep and
have Lowell Council of Martin will
and Leroy Brown of Fulton, vis- trouble making important decis- °Vitiate. Burial will be in the
ited her and brought many gifts glom/ Don't call your doctor, 'church cemetery. under the d'to wish bier many more "Happy consult your political chairman rection
of
Barrett
Funeral
P,atodays.you need your ileitis out,
Home

Jo's

Note Book!

DINNER MEETIMG
OF C Of C TONITE

In ease you don't know what
your ileitis is, don't run to the
medical books, just call up the
nearest precinct committeeman
and he'll tell you what it is and
The Fulton-South Fulton how it works in your campaign
Chamber of Commerce will have!system.
a dinner meeting tonight (July
Now if you have a coronary
12) at 7.00 p.m. at Smith's Rose
condition (heart trouble) and
Room.
The following industrial rep- your doctor says to take it easy,
roventatives have been invited just perish the thought. Any
to this meeting: Bruce Kennedy, politican will tell you that a
directors of industrial divieion heart condition is the surest way
of the Kentucky Department of in the world to live a long and
Economic development; J. C. happy life, and what is more
Zimmerman, Kentucky Chamber you have a chance to die, be reof Commerce. Robert Cassell of incarnated, come back and have
the Tennessee Agricultural and a second term.
Industrial Commission; Keith
But, remember this, if you
McCullaugh and J. B. Bullard
representing the Illinois Central have a heart condition don't take
Railroad and D E Buchanan, it for granted that you will outrepresenting the Kentucky Util- live the American mortality table. What you need to do that
ities Company
Is have your ileitis out and then
you'll be a combination of AtOak Grove Meetings
las. McFadden and Methuselah.
A

Begin This Sunday

•

The Oak Grove Church of
Christ announces a week-long
Gospel meeting stacting Sunday
July 15 and ending Sunday. July
22, with James Cannon as
Evangelist and Charles Wall,
song leader.
The Evangelist is well known
here, being a former resident before he moved to his present address in Owensboro. His father
lives about four miles ealif of
Fulton.
The public is cordially invited
to the daily services, which will
be conducted at 11 a.m. and 8
p.m. on Sunday and at 3:00 p.m.
and 8 p.m. through the week.

Two Worship Services
Scheduled Sunday AM
A very large crowd is expected Sunday morning at the Central Church of Christ to make it
the biggest -aay in the history
of the Central church. To meet
the needs for seating space, there
will he two worship services
Sunday morning from 8:45 to
9.45, and then from 1100 to 12
noon.
The same sermon subject will
be used at both services, "Complete Conversion." Every item
of worship will be observed, as
at the 11.00 a.m. service.

Friday At Crutchfield
Ruth Johnson will ho at the
grocery in Crutchfield. Ky. to
sell driver licenses Friday. July
13, beginning at 1:00 o'clock.

VARDEN NAMED A
CITY COUNCILMAN

A number of Fulton residents
were named to various positions
by the City Council, which met
last Friday evening.
The vacaracy on the council
caused by the recent resignation
of Dr. J. Is Jones was filled by
Grady Vat-den, a former councilman.
'Three vacancies on the Board
of Adjustment were. filled by
Homer Wilson, Mrs. D. C. Thacker and Bennett Wheeler.
Mrs. Jack Snow and Mrs. Robert 0 Brown were named as
citizen members of the fluoridation committee.
Gene Hatfield was named to
the Planning and Zoning Committee.
C. D. Edwards was named
electrical inspector for the city.
Fred Brady, George Hester
It is these happyllhoughts of and R. B. Allen were named to
the equalization board.
living that pervaded;my mind
I read the morning...paper sp
INWRIED IN FALL
Wednesday.
Y o u know that President
Mrs. Lee Myrick received a
Eisenhower has announced that
he certainly will be the- candi- very painful back injury, when
date for President on the Repub- he accidentally slipped and
lican ticket if he is nominated fell down an embankment while
on an outing at Fort Dixon Na(Continued °a PM* 4)
tional Park Thursry.
I•••

Robber Robs Cop..
Cop Hunts RobberNo Cop-No Robber
Who cops the robber, when
the robber robg the cop?
That's what 'Constable Ake
Fuller is trying to figure today.
Fuller, who la es in Rice
vile, is a victim of a robber,
and what is mere hasn't eeen
a gat to nab the rat. The robber stole Fuller's gun.
• Constable Fill's. who was
at one time tile victim of a
speeding truck driver, who
turned around and arrestee
reporeeti the robbery
to Radio Station WFUL on
Wednesday. He aOctel the station to make an appeal to perEOM in the area to help him
catch the thief.
Fuller said that apparently
the robber enter( d his home
sometime before daylight on
.Wednesday. The thief gained

Weakley Co. Schools
Annourpe Reopenings

Specialist Coming To
Paducah Next Week
One of the naticiets leading
authorities on cerebral palsy,
Dr. Meyer A. Perlstein, will be
in Kentucky next week to conduct clinics and meetings at the
Invitation of the Kentucky Crippled Children Commission., the
official state agency for the care
and treatment of crippled children.
The Commission, which has a
state-wide program for cerebral
palsied ehildren, has arranged
for Dr. Perlstein to hold clinics
in Louisville. Paducah and Covington, and to confer with Commission personnel about its
program.
On Tuesday, July 17, Dr. Pertstein will be in charge of a
cerebral palsy clinic at the West
Kentucky Center for Handicapped in Paducah, and he will
meet with the doctors and therapists in that area.
Since 1955 over 10,000.000
children have received the Salk
polio vaccine with a perfect
safety record.

Number Twenty-Eight

.111.TON SCHOOLS
ISSUE POLICY ON
RACE INTEGRATIOY

Four white schools of Weakley
County will open Monday, Aug.
13. These schools are Greenfield,
Gleason, Sharon, and Sidonia.
Martin public schools and the
Riverview School
other remairIng white schools
open two weeks later, MonTo Open Monday
daT, Aug. 27, These inelude the
At Hickman
schools of Dresden, PaintersWith the opening of the RivCentral, Hyndsver, Bible
entrance by picking the lock on
the front screen door with an Union, Chestnut Glade, Welch, erview High School for Negroes
opening in Hickman on Monday,
ice pick. Upon entering the and Union No. 1.
Teachers in all white schools _July 16, the Fulton Board of
horoe the robber helped himself to Fuller's 38 calibre gun, will attend a week-long pre- Education issued the following
a hand-tooled gun holster, a school conference prior to school statement today on racial integration today.
wallet, containing more than openings.
• "The Fulton City Board of Ed$2u0 in currency and valuanle
ucation in called session on this
o..ceers, a handsome pair of
the :Oth day of July 1956, herecharcoal gray trousers and
by establishes the following
then went to the ice box aod
.polidy as to racial integration
ate a hearty meal of baked
In Fulton city schools:
ham, which ham-bone he later
(1) The board will continue
left m the tackyard of the
Voting places in Fulton Coun- to work toward integration.
Fuller home.
ty for the wheat marketing quota
(2) The board considers it unMrs Fuller, the two Fuller referendum to be held Jyly 20 wise to integrate locally at the
children, and the Constable were designated today by M. 0. present time.
were all asleep in the house Champion, Chairman of the
Fulton County Superintendent
and heard no indication of an County Agricultural Stabiliza- Bearl Darnell notified the Fultion and Conservation Commit- ton City Board of Education tointruder.
day that Riverview High School
Ah, the beauty of these cool tee.
The polling places are as fol- at Hickman, Ky., will open on
nights for sound sleeping. But lows:
July 16, 1956.
robbers are a sleepless lot.
City hall Fulton, Kentiicky.
Courthouse, Hickman, Ky.
Growers eligible to vote in the
wheat quota referendum are all
those who will have more than
15 acres of wheat for harvest
on a farm in 1957. These farmers
The Annual Artificial Breedof their wheat ers Barbecue Picnic will be held
the polio vaccine. Parents are are being notified
Quotas do not affect Saturday, July 14th.
being urged to have their chil- allotments.
This meeting will be held at
dren vaccinated at once before' those farmers who harvest 15
thespolio season gets further un- acres or less of wheat for grain the Rufus Eclrington farm in
Carlisle County located approxider way. Most susceptible to on a farm.
If quotas are approved by at matelv 31ez miles east from Arlpolio are those under twenty
years of age and pregnant worn- least two-thirds of the growers ington on the Mayfield road.
en. Over 10,000,000 persons in voting in the wheat referendum, The meeting will start at 10:09
in effect a.m. and will be concluded at
this most susceptible group have the quotas will remain
(Continued on Page Five)
around 2:00 p.m.
received vaccine with a perfect
Mr. E. C. Schiedenhelm, Dairy
safety record.
Specialist, University of KenVaccine is available through
tucky Experiment Station, will
family physicians Parents are
be the guest at this meeting.
being advised to check with their
A free barbecue dinner will
physicians and follow the plan
be served to all the members
which has been adopted in their
that are present.
localities for the administration
Todd, South Fulton
Fred
"We have had a good year
of the vaccine.
Negro charged with first degree with our Cooperative. Let's cliThe State Health Department murder and tried in the Obion
is shipping orders of vaccine to circuit court Friday, pleaded max the work with an excellent
counties on a first-come, first- guilty and was sentenced to 20 ,meeting," said President Thom.
served basis. Fulton County par- years and a day in the state jI as R. Bruce.
Members in this cooperative
ents have been asked to call for .penitentiary at Nashville.
are from Carlisle, Fulton and
the vaccine so that this area will
Todd, arrested May 15th. was 'Hickman counties in Kentucky.
receive its proper allotment.
' charged with the shotgun murder
of Abrarham Jeffress, a 57-yearold Negro operator of a barbecue
'stand on McDowell street in
South Fulton.
The shooting took place about
10:20 p.m. on May 15th as JefJ. E. Holt, plant engineer of
fress locked the front door of his
A full summer camping pro- barbecue stand and started to the Magnavox Company of Paducah, was recently selected to
gram with all the trimmings get in his car.
serve as Council Commissioner
will be available to all Scouts
for the Fo_ur Rivers Boy Scout
and Explorers of the Four Rivers Council at the new Boy Scout Memphis Names Local Council which consists of nine
counties in Western Kentucky
Reservation on Kentucky Lake
Grade "A" Producers
and Obion County, Tennessee.
near Jonathan Creek. Regular
As Council Commissioner Mr.
Memphis and Shelby County
summer camping at the Scout
Reservation will be available Health Department inspectors Holt will help organize and cofor unit camping between July have issued commendations to ordinate the efforts of the five
15th to July 21st and July 22nd the following Fulton County district commissioner staffs deMilk producers who sell milk on voted to direct aid to Scout
to July 28th.
the Memphis Market with a leaders and to the improvement
of the Scouting program.
Grade "A" rating:
Eight Golfers Enter
B. E. Bennett, R. L. Champion, Mr. Holt has been an active
Paducah Tou,rnaznent R. L. Duke, Coleman Evans, Scout worker for the past ten
An eight-member delegation Robert Hargrove, John J. Lat- years. He has served as Troop
of local golfers attended the tus, E. J. McCollum, Walter J. Committeeman, Council Camptournament in Paxton Park, Pa- Mayes, T. V. Perry, Carl Stroud. ing and Activities Chairman, and
most recently, District Commisducah Wednesday, in which six
RETURN FROM VACATION stoner for the Chief Paducah
area clubs took part.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham District. He has been a Baptist
Local golfers making the trip
included Mesdames Buren Rog- have returned from a three-week church leader for several years
ers. Jasper Vowel'. Ralph Can- vacation in Hot 'Springs and in and is presently teaching a men's
trell, Bob Binford. William Hill, Louisville, Ky.. In Louisville Bible class at the First Baptist
Misses Nancy Bushart, Margaret they visited their son-in-law and Church in Paducah.
Ann Newton and Mrs. Nell New- daughter, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Mr. Holt is a professional engineer and has addressed varHitchcock.
ton.
ious industrial groups on subjects pertaining to modern management and industry. He is a
graduate of the University of
Tennessee and as a captain. in a
tank company, served 41 months
overseas in World War IT. He is
married and the father of three
children.

WHEAT GROWERS
TO VOTE JULY 20

BREEDERS COOP TO
HAVE PICNIC SAT.

ONLY SMALL PERCENTAGE-OF COUNTY'S
CHILDREN VACCINATED AGAINST POLI0
Only 31.5 per cent of ,Fulton
County's approbrimately 5,107
children under twenty have received any polio vaccine, according to figures reported to the
Kentucky State Department of
Health which were released today. With so small a percentage
of highly susceptible persons
protected there is always the
danger of an epidemic.
Thirty-three eases of polio
have been reported in Kentucky
this year (one of them in Fulton County). This figure is lower than the number of cases at
this time last ,a etr, when fiftyfive had been reported. Last,
week 180 new cases throughout
the United States werer reported, compared with 277 for the
corresponding week of last year.
The reduction in the numbers
of cases perhaps can be largely
attributed to the effectiveness of
- - -
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FRED TODD GIVEN
TWENTY YEARS

SCOUTS WILL USE
NEW LAKE AREA

HOLT NAMED TO
SCOUT COUNCIL

Mrs. Little Was Big Help To Crutchfield Ladies
— By Mrs, D. J. Murchison
The Crutchfield Homemakers
Club was one of the first clubs
to be organized in Fulton County in 1928. Crutchfield Club's
most outstanding member who
worked the hardest to organize
a club in Crutchfield was the
late Mrs. Will Little. At one time
Mrs. Little was one of our
county presidents.
We would like to pay a tribute
to the memory of Mrs. Little,
who not only worked to organize the club but also strived to
keep the club from disbanding
during the years of the depression.
Mrs. Little couldn't drive a car
so Mrs. J. W. McClanahan drove
her to everyone's home in the
community to encourage the
women to meet and organize the
club. Through the undying efforts of Mrs. Little the club was
organized with approximately
eight members The former Miss
Myrtle Jackson was the Home

Demonstration agent at that
time.
During the years of the depression the club had a hard
time surviving as it was difficult
for the members to make money to help pay the agent's salary. Mrs. Little went before the
fiscal court to try to secure funds
for the salary of the home
agent.
For a certain length of time
Mrs. Little invited the young
mothers of the community to
come to her home where she
taught them Child Care from
the homemakers' lessons.
MIS.. Little also was instrumental in the club securing a
pressure canner and held an all
day canning at her home. Mrs.
J. W. McClanahan also had a
community canning at her home.
Mrs. Little always extended a
helping hand to anyone in need.
Her memory will always be an
Inspiration to all Crutchfield
Homemakers.

The club started growing in
membership after the depression
and today we have 20 members
We have one charter member,
Mrs. Paul Williams, who also
served as a county president
Mrs. Roy D Taylor, now a member of our club, served as county president when she was a
member of Victory Club. We
have had county leaders every
year.
Mrs. Clyde Comm, vice president of the club, taught some
of her friends and their husbands to refinish chairs and reseat them with Hong Kong grass
and the men really enjoyed it.
One of our outstanding members is Mrs. Roy Milton Taylor,
who has never missed a meeting
during the five years that she
has been a member. The birth
of Mrs. Taylor's three year old CRUTCH FIELD HOMEMAKERS OFFICERS: (left to
daughter didn't interfer with her right): Mrs., Neely Hoodenpyle, Sec-Treasurer; Mrs.
regular attendance. Mrs. Taylor Roy M. Taylor, Recorder; Mrs. Rayford Duke, PresiIs otrr recreation leader and was
dent; Mrs. Clyde Comm, Vice-President.
(Continued an Page Five)

NO HOUSES FOR RENT?
A young man and his fami
ly of three children tried all
day Wednesday to find an un
furnished house to rent in or
around Fulton.
Despite the fact that ferry
available agency or Individual
was called who would norm.ii.
ly he advised of such a vaeafire. no success was met. A:
of this morning, the family
could not locate a prospective
home.
Either Fulton housing is at
a premium, or else those who
have property to rent have not
advertised the fact.
The NEWS would like to help
this young man, who is a newcomer. with a good job and a
pleasant
If you have a house to rent,
call 470 right away.

•

ae
4

Good Civilian Defense Organization Here
Our editorial last week outlined
our alarm at an apparent lack of local
Civilian Defense machinery was apparently unfounded, we learned after
the paper hit the streets.
Fulton DOES have a Civilian Defense organization, we learned, and
it is a good one, in fact it is held up
as one of the better examples of its
kind of orgnization in the State.
The fact that we were ignorant of all
of this organization, and all Of this
planning, while it is partly our fault,
just points up a deficiency in the
whole business: the public in general
(including us, of course) has been so
apathetic about the whole thing that
practically no one knows that such
an organization exists, much less its
scope, much leas its capabilities in
.any kind of major emergency around
Fulton, war-like or otherwise.
But we are happy to tell you just
how wrong we were. Mayor Bill
Browning, local Civil Defense director, has a very detailed and complete
'emergency' setup for Fulton, and
here are some of the important things
it covers:
Number of ambulances available;
evacuation and warning plans, a registration and information center, a
public information setup, and a register of doctors, nurses, communi-

cations people, policemen and firemen.
Arrangements made for emergency
auxiliary medical centers, lighting
plants, dispersal centers, housing and
first-aid specialists.
- :—
Available number of trucks, tractors, bulldozers, road equipment, other
passenger vehicles, welders, wreckers,
gasoline supplies and clothing and an
aircraft spotter Corps that will work
with him.
All of this data, and more we are
informed, can be coordinated into
action here in Fulton for any kind of
a major disaster that would require
it, under the control of the Director
would be quickly authori-ded to act with complete authority in
marshaling order out of chaos.
In case it's needed, then Fulton
has a disaster organization that is
setup to cope with the situation, and
it will be our collective duties to drop
whatever else we are doing and either assume the special jobs we have
been given or else fed and stay where
we are told for as long as we are told,
doing what we are told.
Civilian Dpfense, with well-publicized planning and good cooperation
of the citizens, will be the only answer in case of emergency, and we are
indeed happy to learn that we have
wall-laid plans for Fulton.

Don't Ignore The Subscription Bill
This is just a friendly reminder to
our many fine subscribers that the
high cost of printing a newspaper
these days has obliged us to watch
our billing of renewal subscriptions
perhaps a little more closely than in
the past! We are allowing a reasonable -length of time to elapse before
we are obliged to discontinue sending
you the paper due to non-payment,
but if, a few weeks after your "final
notice', you fail to get your NEWS on
time, you have no choice but to believe you have been removed from
our lists.

And honestly, we hate to lose even
a single subscriber. We believe we
have the nicest group of readers in
the world . . . .'and we have consistently tried to give- you the news as
you like it. The fact that our circulation is now al an alr-bme -high, providing an all-time record in coverage
of the Ken-Tenn area indicates to us
that the NEWS is well liked and wellread.
Pay when you receive your first
"notice" and you will not run the
risk of missing a single issue later.

Small Business Accounting Method
(By John J. Conlee, Credit Manager,
General Plywood Corporation)
Ed's Note: Mr. Conlee is a member'
of the Louisville Chapter of the
of Cost Accountants)
Anyone can approve credit .on an
order placed by a company with a
high credit rating. However, approving credit on smatll and marginal accounts and keeping losses to a minimum proves the worth of the credit
man in modern business. The profit
on increased sales should justify many
times ofer the losses that may occur
because of selling marginal accounts.
This calls for ihqeased skill and
knowledge in understanding and dealing with people. Not only should a
prospective customer's finincial statements be checked, but also hi ability,
his paying record, his product ahd his
general credit standing should be
alyze to determine whether you can
justify selling on open terms.
How can you obtain this information? Usually, a simple form letter
to the customer's references and bank
will obtain the information desired. If
not, delve a little further into the
matter. The bank with whom you do
business will be glad to help you run
a credit check if you are unable to
obtain the information needed and
conditions warrant your seeking their
aid. A bank has far better facilities
than others for obtaining credit information, and such information is often
made available to a bank when it is
denied to other sources. However, do
not abuse the privilege of using your
bank's help, as it is your job, not the
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"Leaving work an hour early is getting to be a habit with
you, Grommet—you did it on March 18, 1947,
and again on July 10, 1951!"

Lions Elect
International President

John L. Stickley of Charlotte.
North Carolina has betas elected
International President of Lions
International at the association's
39th annual c•envention an Miami.
Florida. Lions International, with
542.828 members in 12.334 Lions
Clubs in 75 countries or regions.
is the world's lareesit-senice club
organization.

How spiritual understanding
of God as divine Life brings increased strength and usefulness
will be brought out at Christian
Science services this Sunday.
Scriptural readings in the Lesson-Sermon on "Life" will include the following from Psalms
(668,9). "I bless our God, ye
people, and make the voice of
his praise to be heard. Which
holdeth our soul in life, and suf.
fereth not our feet to be moved."
Among the selections to be
read from "Science and Health
with Key to the Scripture." by
Mary Baker Eddy is the following (487:27): "The unde
ding that Vile is God. Spirit,
lengthens our days by stren hening our trust in the death s
'reality of Life, its almightine
and immortality."
The Golden Text is from Jo
(5'26): "As the Father hafi life
in himself; so hath he given to
the Son to have life in himself"
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A good product, a fair price,
and advertising, adds up to profits despite notions or doubts to
the contrary

How Christian
Science Heals
'THE STRENGTH OF MY

FR011 THE FILES:—

TURNING BACK THE CLOCK July 17, 1931
all -day picnic at Bayou de Chein
The busiest place in Fulton
on Friday of this week
these days is the Browder Milling Company owned and operat7'he-Ladies Aid, of the New
ed by Messrs. Joe and Enoch
Hope community. met WednesBrowder.
day with Mrs A,
The Browder -- Milting—ConF —-7it—the noon hourT. Campbell
a delicious
pany is one of Fulton's leading
dinner was spread. The business
institutions They not only pay
meeting was held in the afterthe farmer the highest prices for
noon. Several members were
his grain, but sell their products
present. They will meet at the
at the very lowest prices. They church in August.
manufacture flour of highest
standard
quality and mixed
Mr and Mrs. G. D. Cooke and
feeds for all purposes, said to be
family spent Sunday with Mr
the best money can buy.
and Mrs. Joe Cooke, of Riceville
Picnic and elections of officers
is the order of the day at regular meeting of Homemakers
Clubs during July and August.
Boaz Chapel plans their picnic at Bennett School at five
o'clock Tuesday evening, Jordan
at eleven o'clock.Wednesday at
W. B. Sovrell's and McFadden an

U. S. '1k industry is the second large
industry in the
country, ex
only by steel.

But when I was finished the pastor
coldly told me, 'You tried to be intellectual and didn't even mention sin
and repentance, the things the people
really need to hear.' He did not ask
me back to preach the following year..
The criticism that wise old pastor
made of my sermons years ago applies
to much of the peace-of-mind religion
that flows like after-shave lotion from
books, pulpits, and TV today.
.THIS NEW RELIGION represents
God as a big pal. Give Him a little
break and He'll see that you break
the bank of happiness, health, good
looks, success, wealth. Be decent,
cheery and constructive and you can't
miss the celestial bonanza of material
prizes.
Certainly the- crucified Christ has
no place in such a religion, the Christ
of the scourging, the Christ of the
mob's rejection, the Christ of the awful cry, 'My God, my God, why haat

by McFeatters

John L. Stickloy

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

What Do People Need To Hear?

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

STRICTLY BUSINESS

bank's, to check credit on your customers.
Other sources of -credit information
are the Mercantile Agencies. Their
fees are nominal if your needs are
small. Again, profits on increased
sales can more than justify the expenditure if full use can be made of the
service.
After you have obtained your information, you must analyze it and determine your course. Are they capable? How much capital do they
'S
have? How good is their character?
Editors, THE NEWS:
Are they showing improvement,
Where's my paper this week?
standing still, or going backwards?
Grace Cavender
Do they meet their obligations prompt688 Rozelle, Memphis
ly, discounting within terms? Or
should they be classed as people who
Dear Paul and Jo,
take unearned discounts and make
I want to thank you for Rendunjust claims for shortages and qualiing my paper on so long. Sorry
I have waited so long to send
ty? ')
in my renewal. Am enclosing the
All information received should be .money,
please keep sending it.
Id in strict confidence and used solGod help you keep up the good
ely or the evaluation of the credit
work.
risk r resented by the customer.
•
Yours Truly,
Sam Moore,
Alway emember that as a credit
Route 3, Martin
man your
derlaying purpose is to
sell your corn fly's products. You
Editors, THE NEWS:
should work as a am with the sales
I am sending the
to
department as your int objective is, send the grand Fultonmoney
newspato make* a profit. You
bility to inper, The NEWS, to me. I am alcrease sales and reduce
ways glad when the day comes
..ses offers
for it to arrive, so keep senda challenge to you further the 'rogress
ing it here. I don't want to miss
of your company.
a week. as I do love it.
Remeber, collect your informs
As ever a friend,
analyze it, then ask yourself, "Shoul
Bertie Robey
we extend this account credit, or more
Martin, Tenn.
credit? How much?' The decision Is
STRIKES,'EITHER
yours to make.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By Msgr. John S. Kennedy, Editor or
IIARTFORD TRANSCRIPT
WHEN I WAS younger I preached
a series of Lenten sermons in a neighboring parish. Filled with learned references from men like Cardinal Newman and Christopher Dawson, the sermons, I thought, were pretty good.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Mr and Mrs. 0 C. Wolberton
and family and Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Satterfield were Sunday
afternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Smith.
After all, hard times are only
those times when "Easy Money"
is hard to get.
Pontotoc. Mississippi
July 6, 1956
The Editor
THE FULTON NEWS
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Mr. Editor.
Your issue of 6/14/56 carries
copy of The Tupelo Journal editorial under the captain, "The
South Should Forget Its Third
Party." I shall not notice faults
of this editorial by points; I take
exception to the whole thing, as
The counsel of moral cowardice.
When one sees a human body
with its head shot off and its
heart shot out, one does not
bother to mite any erst-while
defects, deformities, or infirmities of the deceased. It just begs
to be buried.—that's all. And
the same is the case with this
editorial.
There is one reason for a New
Party,—Defense of The Constitution, — and this is reason
enough. This is of MORAL concern. It is an evil thing to tear
down the Constitution, and the
two parties hitherto prominent.
have been rivaling each other,
doing that very thing.
The Tupelo Journal sets apart
Saturday as the day upon which
to make honorable mention of
THE LORD GOD ALMIGHTY
I have often thought that it
would be a fortunate thing if
The Tupelo Journal would write
all its editorials on Saturday, the
one day of the week when it
seems to be aware of The Pres-

Thou forsaken m 7
YOU CAN'T FT
e great saints into this rosy frame
decorated with dollar
ns. So many of them were despised and mistreated and su red willingly for Christ. Their
concern, like Christ's, was 'th sin and repentance. The
first had to be conquered, th ,second fostered. To this
they devoted their lives.
But as true Christians, the saints ere not gloomy, defeatist specimens. The wellspring of t 'r being was the
love of God. With Him they were at peac at one, doing
His will. Hence, in them the true Christian Ii flourished.
THE LAWS of the true Christian life diffe
adically
from those of wordly living. The true spiritua ife is
costly and embraces much more than the success nd
good-feeling which the peace-of-mind people seem to ha
for their chief goal.
No genuine peace of mind is possible until one sees
reality whole and accepts it. Sovereign in reality is man's
relationship to God. That must be recognized as it is - as God has arranged it.
THE WHOLE OF REALITY includes the fact of sin,
original and actual, the offense sin gives God, the injury
it does man, the requisite means of getting rid of it and
doing penance for it. Without this element, the search for
peace of mind is bound to be fruitless. It would be tragic
to mistake mich superficialities and sophistries for eternal wisdom.

ence of THE LORD GOD ALLIFE'
MIGHTY, (maybe at His weekend visits to Terra Firma in the WPM (1278 Ka.) Sunday 18 a..ma.
vicinity of Tupelo!) In the editorial above referred to there is
absolutely no mention,—and it
was a mighty fitting place to
have made such mention,--of
THE LORD, either expressly
or by implication, and the whole
piece is without any hint whatever that human beings are ever
to the slightest extent subject to
it4SLS*5:‘
the Influence of The Deity, and
aNI
"
‘
no hint of any capacity or susceptibility in humanity for any
*Yoh Blessed Influence_
It could just as well have
been written by the bolshevik
"Rixisien" or the heathen "Chi.
flee." And since this editorial was
not written on Saturday it is
therefore, null, void, and of none
effect.—dead as h--I, in fact.
Yours truly,
BOYCE HENDERSON
Postscripturn Aliegoricurn:
Kristt Dinner is •
,erti
The New Party Owl.
timesaver and •
By night on the prowl,
KRAFT
menumaker / Stork
Is the only thing.
GRATED up today -it costs
Afoot or a-wing,
oisis cloccre# only pennies. So
Will eat in a chunk
Sod Ocrugh
handy for school
Socialistic skunk,
cliont locret
lunches. enter,* ocy
Communistic cat,
meals. And good
Republican rat,—
atm' alwayst
Or a "democrat"!

Tatty Tip for

Quick Meals!

utdei,
detitiota

MACARONI-AND-CHEESE
Itonu,cocked ist7ritimai

This lizeo sign means

MORE FEEDING VALUE,
from my grain

PuR
.1

The man is right. Here is why our new sign is 8--:••,;
to mean MORE FEEDING VALUE FROM Gi.A1,1
for a lot of you farmers:
1. You bring your grain. We grind and mix it
with Purina Concentrates.
2. You select the rations you want from Purina's
new Check-R-Mix Approved Formulas Book.
The cost is low because only a few bags of
Concentrate are added peTton.
3. This service is backed by Purina expecience
in making over 200,000,000 bags of Concentrates—far more than any other brand.
—
•
Bring in a load of your grain and check our fast service
... our accurate grinding and mixing ... our complete list of Approved Formulas. We believe you will
like our fast Check-R-Mix Service and will come
back often.

REED BROS FEED AND SEED COMPANY

413 College Street

CHECK-1-1MIXIN•

Phone 620
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RINSE WITH VINEGAR

"MR AND MRS. TOMORROW"
The Fulton News Thursday July 12, 1956 Page 3
One or two rinses in plan water will not completely rinse the
detergent or soap from your
a.
a 17 days absence, while Mr.
COPPER CLEANING TIP
clothes. For softer, brighter,
Warren
PURCHA
was serving two weeks
SE
LEAGUE
A paste made of equal parts
cleaner washables, try using a
•
HEELS
active duty for training in the of flour, vinegar and salt
Fulton defeated Wingo 7-2 belittle white vinegar in your last
makes
U. S. Naval Reserve program. an excellent cleanser for
hind the four hit pitching of
WITHOUT NAILS
rinse water. About one cup of
copper.
A
Lt.
Commander in the Naval
Reams, who, but for two errors
white vinegar in your rinse waLarry
Cavender
W. now li••• an Auto-Soler—
left for
yvculd have had a shut out.
SM. Oa.
ter for an average sized family
chin• this, pi
France this week, where he will Reserve, Mr. Warren was as- Tune to WiruL For Local News
listeners dii•p into Witt., .t
With two out and one man on, be in the maintenance depart- signed to the District Legal ofwashing will do the trick, wheth*aching hull t•pe (top ifr.••
a fly ball was hit to Henry ment at an air base near Paris. fice of the Commandant of the
er you use a tub or a washing
smooth as now Aloes. and Just
as wiry •abba.
machine.
THE SMITHS: Reeky, Kent Parks, he caught the ball and He would like his frierfls to 5th Naval District at Norfolk,
Virginia.
and Rill Smith, age 3, 19 then —dmpped it allowing the write him at this address:
runner to score. Then in the
months and 5 years respecA/2c
Larry
Cavende
r
RINSE WITH VINEGAR
tively, children of Mx. and Mrs. sixth inning with two out WinAF 145 427 91
PLASIC CLEANS EASILY
"Tops in
1992 AACRON Box A-1
After washing your hair, rinse Wick smith of Fulton and go had a runner on third, who
Add
a few drops of vinegar to
stole
home
a
on
grandchi
wild
ldren
throw
of
Mr.
by
d
a
n
APO 10, N. Y., N. Y.
it well with water containing
your rinse water when washing
Laundry and
several tablespoons of vinegar. Mrs. E. E. Huffman and Mrs. Billy Forrest, which counted for
plastic curtains. The vinegar
second
and
the
last
T.
.I. Smith, Sr.
run for
This will remove the soapy film
acts
Local Men Leave For cuts as an anti-static solution and
Wingo.
204 Main,
cleaning"
Fulton, Ky. from your hair and leave it
down on the attraction of
Leading the attack for Fulton
clean and fluffy.
dust. Plastic upholstery can be
Ft.
Meade
Aug.
5th
were Billy Holland, with 3 for 4
wiped with a damp cloth wrung
and Billy Forrest with 2 for 4.
The 439th Military Govern- from
Frame, for Wingo collected ment Company, with headquar- lution a water and vinegar sotwo of the four Wingo hits with ters located in Paducah, will at
Hobbs and Holmes getting the tend summer training this year
Across From The
Lake Street Est
other two.
at Ft. George Meade, Maryland
Coca-Cola Plant
The next game will be with from August 5th through August
All Favorite Brands
Hickory, Friday night, July 20, 19th.
at Mayfield.
and
The 439th persOnnel, scattered
throughout the Purchase, inWILLIAM L BYARS
cludes Major Joe Johnson of
William I. Byars. 87, at 300 Clinton, Captains Felix Gossum,
Insurance and Real Estate
PARISIAN
Oak Street, South Fulton re- Jack Snow and Paul WestphelLong term Farm Loans at
Mg
and
Lt. Gene Hatfield, all
tired farmer and resident of
Low Rate of Interest
PHONE 14
South Fulton since 1947, died of Fulton.
SEE
at 9:45 p.m. Friday. July 6, at
the Obion County General HosCharles T. Cannon
pital where he had been a pa- Warren Returns From '
Charles W. Burrow
tient since Wednesday.
_Active Duty Training
1
Services were held at 2 p.m.
THE STANIFIELDS: Judith,
Mr. and Mrs. James H Warand Jimmie Dee, Stanfield, Sunday at the Palmersville Bapage 11 and 12 respectively, tist Church. The Rev. A. D. Se- ren and children, Hal and Jane,
children of Mr. and Mrs. H. raft, pastor of the General Bap- have returned to the city after
tist Church at Gum Corner, Ky.,
D. Stanfield of Futon.
near Wickliffe, conducted the South Fulton, Mrs. Herman
services. Burial was in the Pal- Bowlin of Sharon and Mrs. Jim
Fagan of Palmersville; and five
mersville cemetery,
Grandsons a n d sons-in-law grandsons, George Byars of
served as activ,• pallbearers. Martin, Bert and Willie Byars
Other grandsons and sons-in- of St. Louis, Mo., and Robert
law were honorary pallbearers. and Ishmael Byars of Detroit,
_ Mr. Byars, a farmer all his life Mich. Two children preceded
until moving to Sedfh—fruTton, Mr. B islfl death, Nick who
was born in Weakley County, died in 1927 and Armor who
July 29, 1868. He was reared in died in 1929.
Weakley County in the community between Latham and
Palmersville. He attended school
in Palmersville and later farmed
in the Weakley County comAll types of insurance
munity.
He was a deacon in the General Baptist Chtu-ch at Unity, SAVE ! GET our
near Palmersville. He was an
PACKAGE DEAL
Odd Fellow.
Mr. Byars is survived by his
"Covering everything"
THE WHEELERS: Debbie and wife, Mrs. Georgie Dawson
No. 1 Laic(' St.
Kathy Wheeler. age 4 1 2 and Byars of Pisgah whom he mar309
East
Walnut
Phone 9188
St.
24 respectively, daughters of ried in 1920; four step-daug
hters,
Mt. and Mrs. Rennet( Wheeler Mrs. Price Kimbel of Union Fulton, Ky.
Phone 408
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER
CLOSE
ad Fulton and grandchildren City, Mrs. R.
Kimbel of
of Mr and Mrs. B. F. David
said of Mr. ('. I. Wheeler.
Mane sum0 %non

DEATHS

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

POW FREE
PARKING!
imimmismommummonri

& BURROW

rf

DEWEY JOHNSON

/1

1REG.28.9 ETHYL 30.9

PIPELINE

\t
----When smoke
clouds your
cooking it's
time to buy a
modern

S

e vcourtaci FL.ICsEs *RE colacc:ovEsztiNcl.K
.

HUGE MUSIC REVUE
STARRED AT FAIR

rote

To match the bigness of the
new Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center. the 1956 Kentucky
State Fair will feature the biggest musical revue ever seen in
the Midwest.
The Barnes and Carruthers
State Fair Revue will roll into
the fair in five railroad cars for
evening performances on Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday
(September 10-12). The show
train will bring a cast of over
100 and two stages which will
cover the entire West side of
the mammoth new Stadium.
The State Fair ftevue is part
of the something-for-everyone
policy at the 1956 Kentucky
State Fair. Other top attractions
will include professional football, Ice Capades, International,
Big Top TV Circus, Gene Autry
Rodeo. Cochran's Majorettes and
Fireworks and a fresh-from-Europe auto and motorcycle Thrill
Show. Also feature will be the
world's greatest Hors4 Show.

0:1 4'e'aeav
•

There's no thrill like the high-powered
thrill of commanding the Rocket I

0

There's no feeling like the secure feeli
ng
of piloting a.ri Oldsmobile

There% no investment like the solid
investment of owning an Olds

0

And there's no time like the present time
to get the-I:most for your trade-in I

REMOVE STAIN WITH
VINEGAR
You can remove stains from
the bottom of a tall slender vase
by using tea leaves soaked in
vinegar. Drop the moistened
leaves into the vase and shake
until stains have disappeared.

moke, smudge and soot of old-fash
ioned
cooking are all past-history on the
day

you start cooking electrically.
Electric heat

Tune to WPITL for local news

is clean as electric light. It's "white
glove"

ina's
ook.
:a of

I

BURROW CANNON

leeer;4;;
r
range

ix it

SERVICE
NOTES

MINI&

clean. Cook the clean, carefree modern
way.

FOR THE

Buy an electric range from your dealer
soon.

BEST
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118- HOLIDAY SEDAN
WIRE
your
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70f11will
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FOR

LIVING — If

horn. locks 240 volt

wiring

USED

for this and oth•r major appliance.,
your

d•alisr

con

advise

you

on

plans for its installation Out, offic•
will his glad to of-for rocornm•ndotions on

PANY

MODERN

any

FURNITURE
SEE
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KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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G....". AIR CONDITIONED
OLDEMOMISE I

A QUALITY PRODUCT brought to you by AN OLDSMOBILE QUALITY
DIALER I

FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 r STATE LINE
PHONE 1005
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4-H CAMP AT DAWSON SPRINGS

FULTON COUNTIANS
AWARDED HONORS
AT 4—H CLUB CAMP

Page 4 The Fulton News Thursday July 12, 1956
Kentucky Utilities Planning To Improve
Clinton-Hickman Service With New Line

•••••••••

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Kentucky Utilities Company dential growth of the Hickman
this week announced plans to I area. The project would more
Six-Day Camp At Dawsoia build a high-vqltare transmis- than double the present capacsion line from Clinton to Hick- ity. It would also enalalle the
Springs Brings Clusb
man this year to improve electo expand the capacity
Of 4 Counties Together tric service to Hickman electric company
many times more with only •
Members of 4-H Clubs in this 'users and the surrounding area. minor substation changes which
and three other Western Ken- Warren Anderson, K.U. Ful- could be made quickly to serve
tucky Counties are back from six ton district manager, said that, new industries or inaustrial exbusy days at Dawson Springs. in addition to the 13.8 miles of pansions.
4-H Camp No. 2.
69,000-volt line, .a new substa- Mr. Anderson said that the
Counties represented were tion would be construoted on new facilities would provide
Fulton, Graves, Marshall. and Second Street, south of Moscow improved voltage regulation, a
Street, near the electrical load more dependable source of powCalloway.
I The program included swim- center of Hickman and an oil er and increased capacity to the
ming, games, hikes, flag and ves- circuit breaker installed in the company's customers in and
per services and instruction in Clinton substation as part of the near Hickman.
Hickman is currently served
hunters' safety, nature study, project. The total cost of the imhandicraft, casting and farm provements would exceed $200,- from the K.U. line originating
000, he said.
electricity.
at Fulton. The new line will
Highlights of the session were The manager said that the provide a more direct source and
new
line
and substation facili- la4 operated at a higher transan electrical home service demonstration Wednesday by Miss ties would greatly increase the mission voltage The project is
Louise Bibb, Kentucky Utilities electrical capacity for the in- scheduled for completion this
Senior Star Campers awards at Dawson S ings 4-H Club No. 2 e wntto this group of Company home service demon- dustrial, commercial and resi- fall. •
strator, the visitors' night procampers, shown with William C. Padon ( 0') Kentucky Utilities Company farm gram
Friday which included the
leak is the guy whornoves into
service adviser and member-of the camp staff. The 4-.H'ers are (from left, front) traditional 4-H candlelighting Jo's Notebook
the White House.
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Junior *Cage, Calloway County; Don 13.gg, Graves. Connty; Sara Vaughn. and ceremony and the presentation for the post when the Republiof awards to outstanding campWhat healing powers hath the
cans hold their convention in
Sue,. Hrt,
- both of Marshall County; Aile ,e Hodge, Brenda Crockett and Lillie ers on Saturday
morning. (See
surgeon's knife Said Ike on
Harrison, all of Graves County, and (bre() Larry Rhodes and James Erwin, both pictures on -Page 5. this issue). San Francisco in August. Now Tuesday
Campers and leaders from that's a big "if." In fact there is -Why shouldn't
of Calloway County; Danny Dick, GraNe County; Nancy Gordon, Marshall CounI run; Last
Fulton County included: Herbert such doubt among Republicans Feb
29 I surveyed all of the reathat Ike will be nominated that
ty; Judy Faulkner and Judy Alexander, both of Graves County, and Maryiln But- Parnell, Freddie Sledd,
Edward delegates are being
told to make sons pro and con when I anler, Fulton County.
Butler, Charles Mikel. Randy
reservations for only one night, nounced my decision. I'm in
Jeffress, J. B. Parker, Bobby Mc- bring
a tooth brush, a clean pair much better condition today than
Micilin, Monroe Bellew. Austin
of socks and a clean shirt is I was then.
McBride, Billy Little. Billy Am- only
"I have had a condition that
berg, Joe Lynn Duke, Wilburn not optional . . the agenda may has
Here Are A Few
bothered me from time to
have
time
to
change
the
shirt
Reeves, Agent; Frank Cooper
time
years,
for
and
before
doctors
my
he
finds
himself
hack
Examples — Read!
Watts, Harry Watts, David Moss,
say that 1 am better now than
Leon Jones, Bobby Shuff, Mau- home again
have
been
I
before."
rice Boendeart, M r s. Finch,
Leader; Elaine Butler. Sarah I cannot wait for the RepubliSummer Cotton
be President' Just be
Ann Atwell, Donna Carol May- can and Democratic presidential a Wenn
cut-up!
little
And Linen
bray, Phillis Campbell. Joan Mc- campaigns to start this year.
Ginnis, Nancy Shull. Lou Am- Did I say campaign . . that's
U BUCKS FINE
bierg. Freda May Kent. Phillis not what I mean at all. I mean
Shult, Brenda Roberts, Maryln I cannot wait for the politicians The dumping of garbage and
Butler, Carolyn Collins.--Georgia- of-America to startr-their- peat= trash-in-the-City-Park, a portion
Ann Hurt. Linda Arrington, operative post-mortems this of which was formerly used for
Brenda Sue Crocker. Sheri Lou Fall. I'm prepared. I've been such purposes, has been forbidElliott, Josephine Hancock, Ida collecting all the old medical den by the City of Fulton under
Jane Finch. Scarlet Turner, jr.urnals I can find in any gar- penalty of fines ranging from
Joyce Lynn Davie, Rita Thomp- bage can around the level hos*. $25 to $50. The dumping ground
son, Nancy Shuff. Sarah Little. talc And you'd better get pre- for city refuse has now been
moved east of the city
Mary Charles Herring. Carol pared too.
Ann Jeffress, Lue Little, Bertha
30 Denier Nylon •
McCloud, Agent.
If Eisenhower is the candidate New hit *At millions!
•
you've just got to be up on your
coronary and ileitis diagnosis. If
Stevenson is the candidate for
the Democrats you've got to
know about gall bladders, cause
Stevenson has his out And if by
some remote chance Chandler is
Chosen to receive Junior Star Campers a wards at Dawson Springs 4-H
Club Camp
There are three main ways in the Democratic nominee just
No. 2 are .these young campers from thi s area. Shown with
William C. Padon which a corn farmer
may bring throw the medical books away
(standing, far left) Kentucky Utilities C ompany farm service adviser
and
member
his
1956
corn
acreage
into com- . . . star; pondering the Darwin for dozens of fast clime treats •
of the camp staff, they are (from left, k neeling) David Higgins,
•
David Faulkner pliance with the acreage reserve theory.
•
Billy Martin, Carol Faulkner and Patricia Cash, all of Graves
•
County; Karen Hall, program of the Soil Bank. CounNew
Swint
•
Marshall County; Nancy Shuff, Fulton C ounty, and (standing)
Here in Kentucky when the
CharPes Mikel, ty Agricultural Stabilization and
Fulton CoLunty, David Beach, Graves C ounty; Leon Jones, Fulton
Conservati
campaigns
on
start
things
won't be
County; Gail man M. 0. Conimittee Chair- bad at all.
Ward, Marshall County; Annie Murdock, Graves County; Lila
As for as I know
Champion said toCathey and Howard day.
Clements,
Wetherby and MorSteely, both of Calloway County, and Rita Thompson, Fulton County.
He explained the three ac- ton have all their belongings in•
tions as follows:
side and out, but John Sherman
Values to $10
•
I The farmer may underplant Cooper has looked at a surgeon's
•
his corn base and certify that knife, right sharply lately.
•
this was done in anticipation of
complying with the 1956 Acre- From where I sit 7 can see the
•
•
age Reserve or because of ad- once - hallowed "smoke - filled
verse weather conditions at rooms" of the political confer.1
‘
/
41
,T %WI' it
SPOON IT into not foods
ence replaced by the sterile
planting time.
PURSE
S
2. He may refrain from har- austerity of the operating room.
HEAT
for cheese sauce
IT
vesting the crop on a portion of Scalpels
66c
to
will
1.66
replace
the
W'
- Pastels - Multi
. his corn base acreage because of cigars,
ether
will
replace
SPREAD IT for snacks
the old Barley-corn stimulants,
destruction by natural causes.
300 SUMMER
3. He may plow or otherwise and the guy who'se be cut up the A PASTEURIZED PROCESS CHEESE SPAM
'physically in corporate an
agreed-upon acrearre
- of the crop
into the soil or clip, mow, or cut
it before an 'established final
date, which in no case may be
In 3 Priced•
later than July 31.
•
Points 2 and 3, Mr. Champion
•
To-Se
ll Groups!
Radios and TV Sets that
pointed out, are special provisions for the 1956 crop year be'can not be fixed.'
cause o-t- trie-Tate enactment of
the program. He said it is anAsk your neighbor about
Winners of the Silver Metal Camper ow ard at Dawson Springs 4-H Club Camp ticipated that different provisour service. We can reions will apply to 1957 and sucNo. 2 are shown here with William C. Pa don (left) Kentucky Utilities Company ceeding
pair ANY radio or TV
farm service adviser slid member of the camp staff. The honored 4-HWs are Bank. crops under the Soil
Ike new - -, fast.
(from left) Linda Arrington, Fulton Cou nty; Mary Edna Thompson and Joe Ed
Crop land placed in the AcreAndures, both of Graves County, and Ji mmy Dune, Calloway County.
age Reserve in 'any of the above
ways. Mr. Champion said, may
not be cut for hay, or cropped
for the entire 1956 calendar year.
206 Main St
Fulton
It must not be grazed after
June 22. Noxious weeds must
Telephone 126
be kept under control on the
acreage.
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•
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•PEOPLE CAME IN
DROVES! THEY •
• "ATE-UP" OUR
• BARGAINS! DID
• YOU? WE STILL
• HAVE MORE!
•
• COME IN FAST!
• DON'T FORGET!
•
•
•
•
•

CORN FARMERS GET
3 ALTERNATIVES
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These 4-H Club campers, shown with William C. Padon (left) Kentucky Utilities Company farm service adviser and member of the camp staff, were presented
with the Bronze Medal Camper award at Dawson Springs 4-H Camp No. 2. They
are (from left) Freddy Sledd, Elaine Bu tler, both of Fulton County; and Dalton
Gore, Gwen Tarry, Carol Newsome and Larry Andures, all of Graves County.
, Norman Clyde, 12, sons of Mr. I The Salk vaccine for protecand Mrs. Charlie Ramsey of Gib- tion against poliomyelitis is as
son were pulled by strong cur- safe as any biologic product can
Two small brothers died , roils into the main channel of possibly be made.
Thursday afternoon in the Mis- ;the river white they were swimsissippi river in the Kentucky ming with an older brother, Lu I The worst polio epidemic in
bend area, just south of the ther, 25, operator of a farm about history of the United States ocKentucky-Tennessee line.
/
2 miles from the Kentucky curred in 1952, when 57,628 cuI 11
es were reported.
Grover Earl Ramsey, 9, and istate line.

Two Small Erotliers
Drown In River

5.

(Approximate cost for an average
5-room house)
*FHA Approved
* Free Estimates
* Choice of 101 colors

Can also be applied over stucco, masonry, brick, etc.

Fulton Rooing & Insulation Co.
111 Washington Street

Next to Telephone office

Phone 557
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• Crutchfield
(Continued from page 1)
elected county rercreation leader this year. She attended State
Recreation Workshop this year
and had a play party at the
Logeston Conununity House for
the benefit of teaching folk
dances and games that she
learned at the State Recreation
Workshop.
Mrs. Rayford Duke who is the
LnirLa LEAGUE
In Monday's second game the president of our club has missed
Giants won over the White Sox only two meetings during the
with a 11-10 victory. Oliver was nine years that she has been a
the winning pitcher for the member. She has also served as
vice president. recreation leadGiants.
er, crafts leader, and foods leadTuesday night the Redlegs er. Mrs.
Duke was a member of
beat the !lodgers 11-3 behind the
county and state homemakthe pitching of McAlister. For- er's
chorus this year. As a memeisd pitied for the Dodgers.
ber of the Farm and Home DeThe Dodgers completed one dou- velopment
Program, Mrs. Duke
ble play and have lost two of has
used her training in the retheir three games.
modeling of her home.
The Braves went down in deThe officers of the club are
feat Tuesday night as they lost
as follows: President, Mrs. Rayto the Cardinals 11-6. This was
ford Duke; Vice President, Mrs.
the first lass for the Braves.
Clyde Corum; Sect.. and Treas.,
Next Week's Schedule:Mrs. Neely Hoodenpyle..
12th - Reds vs. Dodgers;
Federation officers are: ReadBraves vs. Giants.
13th,. Sox vs. Yanks. Cards vs. ing, Mrs. Neal Little; Publicity,
Mrs. D. J. Murchison; CitizenGiants.
16th - Cards vs. Sox; Yanks ship. Mrs. Bryan Kearby and
Mrs. Angelo Murchison.
vs. Braves.
The Project Leaders are; Home
17th-Reds vs Dodgers; Yanks
Management, Mrs. Her shall
vs. .Giants.
Brown and Mrs. Clyde Corum;
PVIICHASE LEAGVE
Landscaping and Garden, Mrs.
July 15-All-Star game.
Arthur Tarver; Crafts. Mrs.
'Gerald Rinford and Mrs Roy
PONY LEAGUE
Monday's game
Dodgers 6. Milton Taylor; Recreation, Mrs.
Red Legs 5. The Dodgers defeat- Roy Milton Taylor; Clothing,
ed the 1Ftedlegs 6-5 in a close Mrs. Roy D. Taylor; Health, Mrs.
game The Redlegs tied the score Bryan Kearby and Mrs. D. J.
in the last inning but the Dodg- Murchison; Foods, Mrs Richard
ers came back in their half to Jeffress; Home Furnishings, Mrs.
score the winning run with a James Byrd; 4-H Club. Mrs.
Marshall Finch, Mrs. Roy D.
base hit by Charlie Forrest
The winning pitcher was For- Taylor and Mrs. Richard Jetrest

eW

cad!

in

Pilot
defeated Hickory,
Sunday. 104. This wis the seventh win for Pilot Oak out of
the 9 games played. Sundays victory gave Pilot Oak the honor,
of playing host to the All Stare
Sunday. July 15.
In choosing the All Stars three
players will be picked from the
rive other teams in the league.
Sam Hayden of Fancy Farm and
James Hawkins of Hickory will
be the managers in the All Star
game.
In Sundays game the leading
hitters for Pilot Oak were Moore
with four hits and V. Yates and
D Yates with two each
Leading the attack for Hickory
were Puckett. Hawkins and Sims I
with one hit each.
Moore only allowed three hits. 1
Two singles and a triple.
The All Star Game will be
played at Pilot Oak Sunday, July
15. at 2 30

;
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Tobaco leaves were hugging
the stalk and corn blades were
shriveling Hay had made a short
crop, Pastures were brown.
Stock water was being hauled.
Some streams were down to a
trickle nd many wells, springs
and ponds had gone dry. It was
a summer drouth.
A wise old farmer was urged to pray for brain He shook
ti,s head and said, "Maybe we
need to learn how to use the
rain the good Lord gives us before we ask for more."
That's an old story, but it
points the way to solving problems.
Water problems in Kentucky?
Water problems in a state bless•
es with more miles of streams
than any other of the 48 states,
Water problems in the state
which has the world's largest
man - made reserviors?
Yes ,there are water problems
In Kentucky. Despite an adequate annual rainfall-45 inch
average over a 50 year period
there is not enough to meet the
farming demands during the
crewing season in three years
out of four. It hits been said that
"Kentucky usually has an unusual dry spell."
Kentcky's streams furnish the
major portion of the industrial
and municipal water supply.
But Kentucky's streams do not
furnish a stable supply. Although the North Fork of the
Kentucky River at Jackson has
an average discharge of 8,500
gallons per second, and a peak
discharge as high as 351,000
gallons per second, it also has
had a minimum flow of zero
gallons. per second. This range
of discharge is typical of all of
Kengucky's secondary stream3,
and even the headwater areas
of the major ones.
These problems are a part of
the growing pains of progrecs.
It now takes around i15 million
gallons of water a day to supply Louisville. This is more than
double the daily use 20 years
ago. Modern cities and modem
industries require ever-increasing amouints of water.
And modern farming, too, with
expanding program of irrigation, means a much heavier use

Squirrel Season
Opens August 15th
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Kentucky's hunting season and
bag limits for squirrel, quail,
rabbit and ruffed grouse will be
the same as for last season, Earl
Wallace, commissioner of the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
his family will live in Tulsa,
Okla., national headquarters of
the JCC. He will spend much of
the time visiting JCC chapters
throughout the country. -

Y'all Come To The
Sunday Singing
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Grapes
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Tomatoes
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Carrots
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19c
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FROZEN FOODS
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mes

At Your B & W Store

Dec. 16. The limit is six per day
with 12 permitted after two or
more days of hunting.
The quail, rabbit and ruffed
grouse seasons will open on November 19 and continue through
January 17. Limits per day are
10 for quail; eight for rabbits
and two for ruffed grouse. Double this amount win be permitted as possession limit after two
or more days of hunting.

VINE RIPENED WILL SERVE 6 PERSONS

Bananas

Week-End Values

I

Resources, said today.
In addition to these seasons a
three-day deer hunting season
in 27 counties llae been announced with a limit of one deer
per season per hunter.
Again this year the squirrel
season will be divided into two
parts, the first season opening on
Aug. 15 and closing on Oct. 15.
The second part opens on November 19 and continues through

Whet tnOte Male seLdefee di lett prices can you get ... than
that bright, shiny cash right in your hand? And because you get
more low prices .
on more iterns more days • week at Mil'.
you can really cut your total food bill! What's more, you can shop
with confidence at A&P, since our quality standards are backed
by this guarantee: "Either you are completely satisfied, or your
money back.' Join the millions who will buy all UAW food needs
at Me this vast comp ... you'll save!

The public is invited and
urged to attend the big community singing that is to be held
next Sunday afternoon July 15,
beginning at 1:30 p.m. in the
Woman's Club Building here in
Fulton.
This Sunday will be featured the McKenzie Quartet from
McKenzie, Tenn. The McKenzie
Quartet is an outstanding quartet in the local field. Several
other singing groups are expected both in the senior and junior
groups.
will start
program
The
promptly at 1:30 p.m. and will
be broadcast over WFUL from
2.00 to 3:30 p.m.
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Kentuckian Heads
National JCC

tress.
Other members are: Mrs. Leroy Beard, Mrs. Eugene Douglas, Mrs. Jack Graham, Mrs.
A Kentuckian has been elected
Henry Sams, Mrs. Aubrey Bonnational president of the Junior
durant, Mrs. Paul Williams.
Chamber of Commerce.
* Wheat Growers
Wendell Ford, 31, Owensboro,
(Continued from Page 1)
won the post from three other
for 1957, and price support will candidates on the 10th ballot at
be available to farmers who have the national convention at Kancomplied with their farm wheat sas City. He is the first Kentuckallotments at a level between 75 ian to be so honored.
and 90 percent of parity. Those
For the year he will serve in
farmers who exceed the larger
the national capacity, Ford and
acres will be subject to a penalty of 45 percent of the parity
price for wheat on the excess
production.
If more than one-third of the
growers voting disapprove the
quotas, they will not be in effect, and price support will be
available to farmers who have
complied with their farm wheat
alkamenits at 50 percent of
parity

COMM
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suffering an attack of malaria
and is under medical care of
Dr. Crocker.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
and son, George Ed, of Dresden
arid Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell
and children, Don arid Judy, of
Sunday
l'aducah. Ky. spent
with parents, Mr. and Mrs. E41
Frields.
Buton Lassiter and Harvey
Donoho are engaged in baling
of wheat and oat straw for custon work. The yield of both crops
was abundant and straw is
bailed and stored for future use
by the farmers around thiii area.
Mr. and Mrs. Guayon Woodruff and daughter, Lisa, have returned to Detroit after a vacation here with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Tommie Woodruff and
Mr and Mrs. Doyle Bowlin.

Pineapple Oat Crisp

• DUKEDOM RT. 2
Joyce Taylor •

• NEW HOPE NEWS ,
10 PLEASANT VIEW
Mrs. Ebner Walston •

.11
rMilliMi
‘0 titirrill."111.111.111
nuch more.
pleasant today then it was Lest
week.
Miss Coleen Herndon of St.
The revival closed at Pleasant
tk‘
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey and
Louis is spending her summer View Saturday night. Brother
Mrs. Norman Crittenden were in
vacation with her mother, Mrs. Allen Rohres was the evangelPaducah Friday on business.
Thelma Anderson.
ist and delivered very inspiring
1
it
Mesdames Pearl Carr and Cas
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. messages. There were six addisits Taylor and Misses Ela PearEarl Williams a dinner was held tions. Three by letter and three
son and Emma Carr were Mon
Tuesday night in honor of her for baptism.
day guests of Miss Allie Rowcousin, Mrs. John Lookbough
By Stumpy McCulloai
Beverly Grisson. small daughland.
husband
Chicago.
of
and
Other ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lubin Grisor
* *
Miss Constance Jones is visitmembers at the family present son, had the misfortune of getA couple days ago, some of us were ing in Paris this week.
were Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gore ting a finger cut off last week
discussin• ways to raise more money
Mrs. Connie Wilson of Miami,
for our country. A feller down the
aid son, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Gore, with a lawn mower.
road
came up with an excellent sug- Fla., is the guest of her sisters,
Mr. and Mrs. Les Gore, Mrs. Ira
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Disque
Mrs. Ellen Rowland and Mrs.
gestion: tax every political speech
Everett, Miss Jessie and Ruby 'and children of Fort Wayne, Inmade in this country.
Ruth Strayhorn and other relaGore, Miss Maude Stevens, Mr. diana and Mrs. Laura Elliott
* * *
tives at this time.
James A. Everett and Mr. Bry- and Navecene of Fulton visited
His plan would take a lot of
Mrs. Ramer Nelson of Knoxint 'Williams.
doing, but it would give us an
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Elliott Friville visited her sisters, Mesopening wedge to reduce taxes. A dames
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Via and day night and Saturday.
Ira Raines and Totsie
wedge such as this would be impor.
family of Indianapolis are visitTune te WFIJL Per Local News
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Rogers and
cant, just as wedges are important Webb last week. Euwin, Lee
ing his mother, Mrs. Beatrice Glenn Rogers
Hot, spicy Pineapple Oat Crisp is an answer to busy homemakers
in the lumbering of big trees — the Dora and Mariellen Rowland,
of Detroit visited
who want to serve an @RSV to make filling dessert. There's no long
Via.
kind of trees they grow up in Ore- Miscs Ela Pearson and Allie
relatives in this community last
time preparation --,just arrange the pineapple 111 the bislang dish,
gon, Washington and Br..Ai
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston week. Their mother. Mrs. Pearl
JOIN OUR
.
Rowland and Mrs. Oliver Taysprinkle with the oat-crumb mixture.
then
Columbia. Unlike taxation, how- lor called on them one p.m. last
_ visited Mrs. Bertha Foresee at Harris, returned to Detroit with
crunchy
The
topping,
oat
with
rich
brown
sugar
and butter and
ever,• wedge used in timber work week.
"TINY BOND"
the Fuller-Gillum Hospital in them for'a visit.
lightly spiced with cinnamon,is so simple to make. It bake,to a crisp
— following a saw cut — prevents
Mayfield Sunday afternoon.
candy-like layer, the perfect cover-up for chunks of pineapple and
SAVING PLAN
Randell Carr of Lone Oak visHerman Oliver of Lansing,
pirating. It makes it easier to comcolorful slices of maraschino cherries. Either regular or quick-cooking
Sunday dinner guests in the Mich. and Ewell Oliver of Dresplete the cut. In felling trees, a ited his grand parents,- Mr. and
-at
No Cost to You!
rolled oats can be used.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Rubin In- den were dinner guests Thurswedge can be used to tip the tree Mrs. Edwin Carr and Mr. and
Since this dessert is so good served warm, you can put it in the
Save While You Spend At
in the desired direction. Maybe an Mrs. Roy Emerson, also his aunt,
man and family were Mr. and day in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
oven just before dinner. Then bring it to the table right in its own
opening wedge is just what we need Mrs. Jean Crittenden and
Mrs. Carl Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Elliott and Homer Wood.
family baking dish, resting it in a pretty wrought iron rack or on • colorful
DRUG CO.
—for timber' or politicLin'.
James M. Phillips and family of
over the weekend.
Mrs. Kate Myrick of Fulton
ceramic tile.
*
*
*
408
LAKE
STREET
Fulton.
lirenkfast cereals are a willing ally to nutrition-minded, budge$.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
Is seriously ill in the Fulton
Many fellers use wooden wedges in
homemakers. When used as an ingredient they add variety,
Mr. and Mrs. David Lee Dix- Hospital. She fell last week
wise
Mrs.
and
Roy
Emerson
were
Mr.
the timber, particularly when they're
interest, flavor and texture, and they are inexpensive. In addition to
an and children of Olney, Ill. breaking her back in three placworking with soft woods. Wooden and Mrs. Paul Cathey, Mr. and
qualities, breakfast cereals maks important contributions of
visited Mr. and Mrs. John How- es and also three ribs.
wedges are cheap, and they can be Mrs. Harold Carr and Mr. and -- these
protein, the B-complex vitamins, minerals, and food energy. Look
Al Sr. Thursday afternoon.
home-made.
Hardwood
Mrs.
is
0.
Mrs. Davie Simpson visited
F. Taylor and Joyce.
best: dog• to the breakfast cereals on your kitchen shelf for added variety and
wood. ironwood, hard maple and
Mrs. Annette Farmer is vis- Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Clement last
Mr. and Mrs. Zollie Holland
nutrition the next time you make dilaserta, cookies, breads, candies,
beech. But wedgies made from ?peen of Mayfield
iting her in-laws, Mr. and Mrs. week.
pie crust, muffins, or meat loaves
were Tuesday night
timber don't stand up very well.
and Wednesday guests or Mr.
The W MU will meet in the
Pineapple Oat Crisp
* * *
home of Mrs. Glenn Clement
I find it's best to use a wedge and Mrs. Talmage Adams, other
3 cups pineapple, chunk
yi cup sifted all-purpose
visitors
Thursday night.
on
the
fourth
were Mr.
that's been cut with a saw. It seems
style '2 (14 ounce , cans
flour
to work better than one shaped and Mrs. Caleb Yates and Mrs.
34 cup maraschino cherries,
1 cup rolled oats. uncooked
0. L. Farmer and family in
with an axe. The roughened sur- Holland.
cut in half
% cup brown sugar
face left by the saw holds better
% teaspoon salt
h cup granulated sugar
Oronogo, Mo. for a few days.
Mrs. Addie Casey and Lila
And
its
tablespoon
good
lemon
pm.*
I
to
use
1 teaspoon irinnatrion
a
wooden
Mr. Tony Johnson of Monroe,
Mae visited in the Laddie Sand*
wedge with a chain saw. Since the
cup melted butter or margarine
La., is visiting his grand-parers
home
Saturday
wedge is apt to come an contact
Arrange fruit in 10 x 6 x 2-inch baking dish. Sprinkle with
r
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Walwith the moving chain on the ba(k.
and lemon juice. Combine dry ingredients, add melted butter. nut • :
Johnson.
I
steel wedges would only damage lace and Gary. Mr. and Mrs. _ until crumbly. Sprinkle crumb mixture over fruit. Bake in a modern
L.•
Mr. and Mrs. Iris Errol Howthe saw.
Norman Crirttenden. Susan and
oven 43SCP-375•F. 30 minutes. Servo warm or odd with top milk or
* * *
,s
ell spent Sunday at Reelfoot
rNan Lou are vacationing in Om
Sometimes,- however,--if
--ifirtubif
Lake.
-Smoky Mountains.
workin'
a
crew
in
the
woods,
it's
best
Mr. and Mrs. William Pittman
KRAFT
to use steel wedges. A crew can split a
New Salem Banks% Church the
Mode by
visited his mother, Mrs. F. P.
kw At Ss* sad e•ly
heap of wooden wedges during a day.
•
AUSTIN
SPRING
S
past Sunday at 11 a.m. and also
Pittman in Folsomdale Sunday
KRAFT
You can buy steel wedges from any
Mrs. Carey Frields •
afternoon.
from the
saw dealer or you can have them made • CAYCE NEWS
the evening service at usual MIRACLE WHIP
earl special
Clarke Bendstrant •
up in a blacksmith shop. I've found
Visitors in our home last week
hour.
one clod only
?title relishes
the best metal wedges are those that
(Last Week)
were Mrs. Ora Elliott of PaduMr.
'and
Mrs.
Doyle
Frtelds
are left untempered. If you strike a
MIRACLE
Mr Charles Harris of Jolliette.
cah, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Moore,
Mr. and Mrs Buton La.,siter and daughter. Karen Gayle, left
tempered steel wedge with a tempered
WHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil McClannast sledae, the wedge is apt to spell Ill., is spending his vacation and sons, Davis and Leslie. vis- Sunday for Detroit on vacation
han, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mcand special
and the flyire fragments can be with his parents, Mr and Mrs. ited children. Mr. and Mrs. Eu- with Mrs. Melds parents, Mr
Clannahan, Mrs. Ella Veatch and
gene Lassiter in Martin Sunday. and Mrs. Coven. Hastings and
dangerous enough to send you to your Gentry Harris.
pickle relishes
doctor.
Mr. Charles Harris and moth- and attended the Air Show at sister, Mrs. Billie Bard Vaughan
Mr .and Mrs. Pat Snow.
* * *
er, Mrs. Harris and Misses Bren- Tom Stewart_ Air Field.
Joe Lynn Young of St. Louis
and Mr. Vaughan,
Speakin' of doctors. I knew one
fis visiting his grand parents, Mr.
Mrs. Ed Frields is improving
once who put a pretty girl in a da Harris and Clara McMurray
Mrs. J. W. Bynum has been
and Mrs. Claude Pressley.
private hospital room 'cause she visited Mr. and Mrs. Chuck from a seige of shingles, of
had a skinned finger. "She was too Brinkley in Charleston, South which she is a victim of some
•
cure for wards," was the doctor's Carolina last week.
FOR REMOVING ODOR
three months now.
excuse.
Mrs. Vada Bard and Miss HatMr and Mrs Johnnie RickA little vinegar rubbed on
-* * *
/
tie Hampton of Fulton spent man of Akron; Ohio are here on
your fingers will remove onion
Did you know that almost ten
several
days last week with Mr. vacation with parents. Mr and
odors from them quickly.
million acres of good timber were
burned in 1953? That's enough wood and Mrs. Almus Wall and Har- Mrs. Carbitt Rickman and Mr.
to build houses for every family east old Hampton.
and Mrs. Harvey Donpho.
1 of
the Rockies. Still, this was the lowMr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce and
Rev. Dempsej Henderson
Ticket-Order Coupon
est forest fire figure since 1946, and Donna spent the 4th with Mrs. filled his regular appointmen
t at
that's a good sign.
Ella Holly and Mr. and Mrs.
* * *
J J. Cruce.
St. Louis, Mo., are visiting relaMy old friend Hank I.eavitt, out
Mr. and Mr,, Earl Holdman tives and friends here.
in Sacramento. Calif., wrote to tell
Miss Myrtle Burnette Spent
me that a pal of his was worried and children of St. Louis, Mo.,
'cause his daughter had taken up have returned home after a last week with Mrs. Daisle Bonwith a new doctor in town. But week's visit with Mrs. Ella Hol- durant and Clarke.
"The best thing that has happened to Kentucky since the fir*
Henry solved the problem."There's ly.
horse race”....Th• Courier-Journal
one way to break it up." Henry told
Mrs. Dorothy Adams and Helhim."Feed her an apples day.'
Hearing Aid Batteries
en Kay of Chicago spent the
C:15 CDT Nightly Except Sundays Through Sept. lit
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. A.
Complete line
Simpson. Helen Kay remained
For all make. of hearing aids!
INDIAN FORT THEATER
at her grandmother's.
• ROCK SPRINGS
Visit our Hearing Ale Depart
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry
Nettle Lou Copelen •
*sent at your first opportunity.
on Ky. 21, Berea, Ky.
have -taken over the Simpson
Store. We wish them good luck
CITY DRUG CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and in their new
business.
Please send me the following
10S Lake Street
Phone 71
Mrs. Ella Veatch spent Sunday
Mr.
and Mrs Harry Pruett of
tickets for Wilderness Road:
with Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow and
son.
•
at 13.00 each _ — —
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel MeadIn
Frigidaire
':
ows of Detroit, visited Mr. and
at $2.50 each — $--- —
Mrs. Will Meadows and other
"20 Millionth" Refrigerating Unit
relatives in this community this
Dote preference:
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore
FIRST choice
SECOND
and family and Mrs. Ora Elliott
Name
were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest Gilbert.
Address
Mr. George Illett is visiting
City
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Elliott
Make cheek payable to B•rea Colleg•
this week.
Mail your Order to Wilderness Road, Berea, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
Law Rock-Benote Prices
son, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wilbur
astnetoes
Lowest Price Ever!
of Lancing, Mich., visited in this
on Brand-New 1956
community this— weekend.
begins as low as
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore CopeIon and family spent Saturday
night and Sunday with Mr. and
complete with fittings
Mrs. A. E. Green.
Ernie Barham visited Joe
SPRAYERS — SPRAYS — SPRAY MATERIALS
LOW DOWN PAYMENT • EASY TERMS
An became we went to way
Snow Sunday afternoon.
For weeds, brush, tobacco, roses, flowers
Now is the best time ever to replace your old-fashioned
'Thanks-20 billion Those
•-• ..earr
For killing bugs, worms and all pests
k a way that does something
sink. Start enjoying these timesaving,work-saving features:
TRICO tractor sprayers and materials
leg sad Impatient tor yea
• Detioist swinging mbdrig-faucet—warranted 5 years
dam..
These are the very same
• Removable cutting board
Ilactory-tresh refrigerators
OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
• Handy, flexible rinse spray
Int have bus eausIng sure
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,—Clover,—
• Soap-box rack
a seasedoe — with Si Oa fli•
Fescue
mow Prigitkire kateres sad
• 31urdy STEEL construction . . . will not warp, rot, swell,
stick, Of splinter
quality, an the General
• Beautifully curved contours
Moms* styling deat Ind the
IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
• Partitioned, lined cutlery drawer
Reid. And hare they are at a
leek se the hawse esdab geese
and time for that good HANNA'S Paint
price so low you'll think
10.1 as.0.FelaMebs11-101-1111
• One-piece st•el top—porcelain enom•led, acid tes,stant
-- the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm
poets dreaming. Si,duns.
AIININwereTopressisteashisdarer
• Easy to clean, easy to k••p clean
paint;
west. Pamir-is 11•Bdusweast
5 huge, easy-gliding drawers
•
interior or exterior.
Finding
lartams
libinelie Dear • Ale'
• Enormous undercabin•t storage space
Dont Doty— China Is reire
Wm= Mime • Ploll•WIlib 11.0448/
to match your rug?
• Broad, no tip droinboords
AP"
Mims Mat Terlor • lbw Drulds•
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
cup strainer catches load pmticles
• C,
ONLY
'say Quidiumbe 14. Tamps•"NW
have
We
the
want
just
you
color
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT !
upped el
gleaming Star White
•
TIlliamma
Issear
•
Comporiono
$250
and
wide
wonderful seIn our
web•sobepping
• Youngstown kitchens Food Wast• Disposer easily in.
Pk aged Mies Isizillot
lection of hundreds of exciting.
big ea/war
soiled
$79 95 estra, plus installation
4flowese Odom sr Al Inn.
new Maestro Colors.
Ow yew
"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT
A week
We'll cartons-osix your colors
aid rsistsjesotes
aa„g
fur yon its minutes.
down payment
Mrs. George Elliott •

-

OUT ON A LIMB

crry

it's grand

as a sauce...a

1-1anktfitifty...
and oh,sopoi/

salad dressing
and a Sptead

Miraela
Sandwith Sprtad

1k.,J

I

Sandwieh Sprtad

WILDERNESS rOAD

/

BIG 54-INCH
fiftnfdpf171;,14-ixeim
DeLuxe Cabinet Sink

honor of

016biggest valuesin
Frigidaire Pistol

SEE US- - BEFORE YOU BUY!

FRIGIDAIRE
REFRIGERATORS

11111111111

$ 7950

Having
Trouble

a PAINT

- r nly

BUY NOW-SAVE NOW

AClat.;Ifid Sons
Phone 202
•ENIIMW

Fast State Limn
41111Ik

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.
Church Street

Fulton

6RAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street

Fulton

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Stereet

Fulton, Ky.
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Debbie, of Detroit are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Landon Robertson
and Mrs. Jewell McClain in Fulton ... Bud Wright and children
of Detroit visited Mrs. Nancy
Wilkins near Fulgharn last week.
malaria
care of
aunghiun
Dresden
Mitchell
Judy, of
Sunday
Mrs. Ed
Harvey
1 baling
for cusoth crops
traw is
oure use
Jul area_
ri Woodhave rea vacaents, Mr.
Iruff and
Jw
cal News

D(oul
end At

EET
•••••••11.11PIPW

By Mary Nelle Wright
The News writes social happenings about you
and
your friends (Listen To Airwave Nary: Thursday,

9:43 A. M., Over WFUL)

a happy world! Your Diarist skips here and there
- talking tc. friends and learning interesting tid-bits of
all the comings and goings. Maybe 'Us the weather man
and his generosity with the cool breezes after such
sweltering weather - - - who knows? But, anyway, we'll
keep this frame of mind as we. jot down some things we
think you'd like to read about.

Nelle and Fredrica Gibbson,
Meador Maddox and Jane Edwards gave a lovely, lovely tea
Saturday afternoon at Nelle's
home on Carr Street honoring
Mary Davis Weaks, popular
bride-elect.
The hours were train 3:30 to
5:30 when approximately 70
guests called.
The attractive Gibson home
was decorated throughout with
beautiful bouquets of summer
flowers. The dining •room was
decorated with all white arrangements of gladoli and carnations. Crystal candelabra held
glowing white tapers.
Mary Latta, Emily Hardin
and Norma Owen served punch.
They were assisted by Ann Latta,. Jane White and Ella Doyle,
who will be attendants in Mary
Davis' wedding. They served
dainty white individual cakes,
mints and nuts.
Mary Davis was ever so beautiful in a white lace over--taffeta, ballerina length frock, with
fitted torso ,and a billowing, circular skirt. She wore a gift corsage of white carnations.
Elsie Weaks, mOther of the
happy bride-elect, was stunning
in an all-white empire linen
sheath with chiffon trim. Her
gift corsage was of white carnations
The hostesses presented Mary
Davis with a lovely piece of
china in her chosen pattern

SPEAKING OF TRIPS—Sara'
and Ward Johrison and son, Joe, Illinois where he will enroll for
. . Robert
are' three people who are strict- school this fall
ly after our own hearts—because Evans, son of Dr. and Mrs. Ben
they take the kind of trips that P. Evans of Grenada, Miss, has
we would like to take. They just been a guest of his grandmother,
get all of their clothes together Mrs. Ben Evans at her home on
and start out in a chosen direc- Eddings Street . . . Billy Sensing
tion and drive until they find spent last weekend in Cincinan interesting place to stop. But natti where he visited his uncle
between you and me — this trip and attended some big league
will be a SUPER one as they are baseball games . . . Mr. and
going East They'll leave Fulton Mrs Melvin Shapiro of St. Louis
bright and early Friday morning visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kaslast week . . .
and will spend the first night in
Cincinnati where they have
ticketit for the Cincinnatti Reds
Eleanor Ruth (Jones) Polk and
versus
Philadelphia
Phillies children of Monroe. La., spent
baseball game. They will also several days with her mother,
see Cinerama Holiday. From Mrs. J. L. Jones, Sr. at her home
then on—their course is an on Eddings Street. They left
UNCHARTED one — but they'll last Thursday
for
Memphis
probably go on to Niagara Falls. where Mrs. Jones and Eleanor
Boston and other eastern cities, Ruth visited Mary Neal (Jones)
then they will come back by- McRae and family before reway-of Washington In Wash- turning to their home . . .
ington they will visit with
Ward's niece, Mrs. C. W. Pope.
Mr and Mrs James Green
And yotrr Diarist hopes their
A lovely rehearsal party was
plans will materialize for them left Thursday for a wonderful
to make a little trip over to An- western tour. They will be away given Saturday evening at the
napolis, belacause we know Don for about three weeks . . . Mrs. Park Terrace Restaurant for
Wright would be the happiest Nick Nichols and baby of Lans- Shirley Easley. Jerry Hawks and
one to see them! So—we'll be ing. Michigan are visiting her members of the wedding party
Hosting the delightful affair
seeing the Johnson, after they mother, Mrs. Pete Green on
Gene Pigue of were Sue and Pete Byars, Jane
return from their two weeks Third Street
trip. Have a fine time, my the University of Kentucky was and Johnny Thompson, Mr. and
home the past weekend for a Mrs. John D Brown and George
friends!
visit with his parents, Ramelle Ed Easley. brothers and sisters
and Bertes Pigue . . . Joyce and of the bride and groom.
Your Diarist was so happy to Bilks" Hill and little daughter,
A buffet supper was served
see Harold Mullins out at the Rene of Bethaldo,- Illinois are
from a long table, draped in a
Country Club a day or so ago. visiting their parents, Exie
and white ch:th, and centered with
He and his lovely wife. Jane and William Hill and Pattie May and on at!
ractive arrangement of
two daughters. Jane and Judy Roper Fields . .
Grace Brown blue Queen Anne's lace and
are visiting his parents. Mr. and of Belzonia. Miss is visiting
white daisies, flanked with blue
Mrs J G Mullins on Fourth Beverly Hill at her home on
tapers
Street Harold and Jane live at Walnut Street .
. Mrs. Silas
At the party the bride and
Park Forest, Illinois Harold has Saylor. Mr
and Mrs. Cecil groom presented gifts to memrecently been promoted to Train- Brown and daughter. Darline of
bers of the wedding party.
master of Markham Yard at Harlan, Ky., are visiting Mr and
Hazelcrest Those of us in Ful- Mrs Buddy Carver
Mr. and
A lovely rehearsal dinner for
ton are surely proud of this Mrs Richard Hovius and son,
the Wilson-Fossett wedding paryoung man be-eause we know Mrs W. L. Cowan and Mrs John
ty was given at six-thirty Wedthat Markham Yard is the larg- Hovious of Nashville visited Mr
nesday evening at the Maxwell
est terminal on the Illinois Cen- and Mrs. H. B. Murphy on West McDade home
on Third Street,
tral.
State Line last week
Mrs. with Mrs. Maxwell McDade.
This popular young couple Rollie Miller and children. Linda Mn. Herbert Hunt HI, Mrs. Gilwill visit in Fulton until Friday Kay and Larry Max. and Mr. son Latta and Miss Ann Latta as
when they will leave for Madi- and Mrs Sabourin and daughter,
(Continued on page eight)
sonville, Ky., to visit with her
parents.
Everyone will
miss seeing
Gene Holloway and Frankie
Cardwell around 'town
this
summer Both boys volunteered
for the Marine Corp17 They left
Fulton last Thursday for Paducah. then to Louisville, Atlanta
and their destinatlion — Paris
Island where they will receive
their basic training. Gene is the
19 year old son of Lucille and
Wilburn Holloway. He is a
graduate- of Fulton High School
and he attended Transylvania
College at Lexington. Ky. last
year
Frankie is the 18-year-old
son of Frances and Ernest Cardwell of Fulton. He also graduated from Fulton High and attended
Tennessee
Tech. at
Cookeville. Tenn last year. Our
best wishes to these two nice
youngsters for their success in
the Marine Corps.
HERE AND THERE:
Bob and Tish Dezonia and little daughter, Kathy, of Memphis
spent the weekend in Fulton
visiting his grandmother, Mrs
Bess Dezonia and other relatives. They were enroute from
Memphis to the University of
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Nancy Wilson And William Lane Fossett Are
United In Marriage Thursday At First Methodist
By Agatha Voelpel
The First Methodist Church
was a lovely setting for a beautiful late afternoon wedding on
Thursday, July 5, when miss
Nancy Wilson, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Homer Cyril Wilson,

IN WEATHER AND PRICES

July Clearance
SALE
THURSDAY JULY 12 DOOR OPEN AT 8:30

PIECES

DRESSES
39.95 & 35.00
29.95 & 27.95
24.95 & 22.95
19.95
17.95 & 16.95
14.95

now
now
now
now
now
now

12.95
10.95
8.95

now 9.95
now 8.95
now 7.95

SUMMER SUITS
2500

FORMERLY
NOW

26.95
19.95
16.95
14.95
12.95
10.95

$119.95
•

7 BIG PIECES
LIVING ROOM GROUP

A

1800

ONE RACK OF DRESSES
AT
500 and 1000

HEAT IT for choose sauce
SPREAD IT for snacks
A ffetterIcl P7^C!!!3 CSsese ”aid

Ky.

became the bride of William
Lane Fossett, son of Mrs. Carl
F. Stith and the late Edward
Fossett of Falmouth, Ky. The
ceremony was solemnized at
5.30 p.m. with the Rev. Henry

Wade Is Red Hot

* 2 End Tables
* 2 Lamps ,
• 1 Coffee Table
• 2-Piece Couch Suite

SPRING COATS & SUITS
% PRICE
SPRING & SUMMER HATS
$20. goo & $500

SPOON IT into hot foods

William Lane Fossett

E. Russell, pastor of the church, ory Williamson were acolytes.
officiating.
Following the ceremony, Mr.
During the assembling of the and Mrs. Wilson entertained
guests, Mrs. Clarence L Mad- with a reception at the Fulton
dox, organist, presented an elab- Country Club.
orate program of nuptial music.
The bride's table was draped
Just before the ceremony, Miss in a cutwork cloth with festoons
Beverly Hill, soprano, sang "At of satin ribbon caught with garDawning" (Cadman), and "The denias. The twin cakes were
Sweetest Story Ever Told" wedding bells with clusters of
(Stuttz). She also sang the Ma- pompom chrysanthemums formlotte "Lord's Prayer" at the close ing the clappers. Silver candelaof the ceremony.
• bra flanked the cakes.
Assisting at the reception
The lovely brunette bride
was given in marriage by her were Mrs. D. C. Thacker, Mrs.
father. She wore a beautiful for- Howard Edwards, Mrs. R. H.
n:al wedding gown of imported White, Mrs. Harry Murphy, Mrs.
Chantilly lace in the Dresden William H. Hill, Mrs. Maxwell
rose pattern, combined with McDade, Mrs. Gilson Latta and
tulle and made over heavy bridal Mrs. E. E. Williamson.
Organ music was heard during
satin. The bodice of lace and
shirred tulle was designed with the reception.
Early in the evening Mr. and
a deep portrait neckline with
the natural scallops of the lace Mrs. Fossett left for an extended wedding trip.
embroidered
with
irridescent
sequins; the long fitted sleeves
ended in points over her hands. Frederica Gibson Is
A deep lace border was appliqued
to the voluminous tulle skirt Attending Sorority
and extended from a knee-length
Meet In Colorado
point in the front around the
Rush Chairman Peggy Duke
sweeping cathedral train. Her
filmy veil was of Illusion with of Memphis. Tennessee a n d
hand rolled edges, it fell from a Frederica Gibson (President) of
dainty open crown bonnet of lace Fulton, are attending the 57th
embroidered in iridescents; over National Convention of Sigma
the lace was finely pleated tulle; Kappa Sorority at the Hotel Colpearls edged the brim and were orado, Glenwood Springs, Colin flower-like cluster around the orado as a representative of
opening in the crown. At either their chapter at Memphis State
Nearly 400 women. representside there were sprays of illusion
petals, each tipped with a single ing 69 college chapters and 160
irridescent centered with a seed Alumnae chapters, have gatherpearl. She carried a white Bible ed to make forward looking
topped with a fuschia throated plans for the sorority which was
topped orchid and stephanotis, founded 82 years ago, in 1874,
nestled in puffs of illusion and at Colby college, Waterville,
Maine.
tied with satin ribbons.
The Memphis State chapter
Mrs. Gene Hatfield was ma- won a lovely silver
tray for filltron of honor; Miss Anne Latta ing their
quota in fall rush. This
was maid of honor. and Miss tray was presented
at the conHazeleen Pace, Miss Jane White vention.
Miss Mary Davis Weaks and Mrs.
Herbert Hunt III were bridesTEN ATTEND WMIJ MEETING
maids.
AT CRUTCHFIELD
Little Miss Karen Trees, the
The Nell Hardy WWI of
adorable flower-girl, wore an
identical frock with pink taffeta Crutchfield Baptist Church met
sash; her bouquet was a minia- Thursday night, July 5, with ten
ture of that of the other attend- members present for regular
meeting.
ants.
The president, Miss Winnie
Edward Lee Fossett served Veatch, presided
over a brief
his brother as best man; the ush- business session.
The program
ers were William S Wilson, was presnted by Mrs. Lewis
brother of the bride, Larry Patric and Mrs.
Joe Neathery.
Depp, James W. Fossett, brother Those taking part were
Mrs.
Thomas
Proctor, Dolin Myatt, Mrs.
of the groom,
Macau ShelJerry Nichols and Roger Laden- ton and Mrs Lewis Patric.
The
burger.
meeting was closed with prayer
Ward Bushart, Jr. and Greg- by Mrs. J. R. Loll.

WADE'S HAVE EASY TERMS
20 Cubic Foot

CLARICE SHOP

Full Size

BEN HUR HOME FREEZER
DeLuxe Model
$349.95

ALSO REDUCTION ON SKIRTS
Jewelry and Other Merchandise
ALL SALES FINAL
CASH

$15.00
DOWN
DELIVERS
•
$1.50
A
WEEK

ELECTRIC RANGE
$170.00
YOU CAN

Lake Street

WADE FURNITURE COMPANY

Fulton, Ky.
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Shirley Easley And Jerry Hawks Exchange Vows
Sunday At First Methodist Church In Fulton

Economy In Their Bonnets

Interest Centered Ilcre In Marriage Of
Robert Wade Askew To Miss Claudia Wray

Of wide social interest in Ful- Qualls and Miss Mary Collin
s,
ton and West Kentucky is the each dressed in aqua shantung
of Tennessee
Martin Branch annou
ncement made in Cali- and matching picture hats. Kataught by the county home demren Wray, a
onstration agent, Miss Odom. fornia by Mr and Mrs. John was flower cousin of the bride
girl.
The course was sponsored in Wray of the marriage of their
The bridegroom chose Bill
connection with Home Demon- daughter, Claudia to Mr Robert
stration Week held early in Wade Askew, son of Mr. and Windham as his best man. UshMrs. Len Askew of that city. ers were Jerry La Bonte, Harry
May.
Robert Wade is the nephew of Wray and R. T. Smith. Young
Lily Dache, John Fredericks,
Knox, Dobbs or Adams can take Mrs. Harvey Caldwell, Mrs. Bob Mike Pendergraft, nephew of
a lesson or two from these White, and Mrs. Frank Beadles the bridegroom, was ring bearer.
Nuptial music was rendered
ladies.. So if you see a happy of Fulton. His mether is the
lady In a bonnet with all the former Miss Ruth Wade of this by Howard Ralston at the organ.
frills upon it, you'IL just know city.
Following the wedding
The wedding ceremony was mony Mr. and Mrs. Wray cerethat she's a member of the
enterChestnut Glade Homemakers performed in the Calvary Baptist tained at a reception honoring
Church with Rev. G. R. Siemens the wedding guests and
Club.
later enreading the impressive cere- tertained at a • delightful
buffet
n3f7
-:.
tipper
0
414
where members of both
RUSH CREEK HOMEMAKERS
The bride, given in marriage families werer guests.
LEARN ABOUT KOREA FROM
Mr. and Mrs. Askew spent
by her father wore a beautifulMISS CARRIE JACKSON
ly styled gown of white net with their wedding trip at Catalina
Miss Carrie Jackson, ir retired lace insets and fitted bodice. Island and are now at home
missionary to Korea was the She wore a fragile crown of 54511 South Painter Avenu at
e in
speaker for an
'Fits like a charm,' Mrs. ('anl Rogers (stan
ational pearls to hold the short veil and Whittier, California.
ding) says Day Tea held at theIntern
carrie
d a white orchid in
Rush Creek
as she places a new bonnet an the head
of Mrs. Harvey Church by the Rush Creek shower of stephanotis and satina Taste to Writ% For Local News
Vaughn at the meeting of the Chestnut
Homem
akers
Glade HomeClub.
ribbons.
markers. Admiring the purses they made
Althea blossoms, Korea's naare seated
She chose as her matron of
Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook, left and Mrs.
Mrytle Temple, tional flower, surrounded the honor, Mrs. Sherry Smith who
right.
punch bowl and oriental dolls wore a pink shantung frock with
sat on each side.' Homemade accesories to complement the
cookies were served with the costume. Bridesmaids were
Miss
Air -Conditioned
country club punch.
Dorothy Courtney. Miss Gall
Miss Jackson told the club
Ruth House And Billy Holland
THUR.-FRI.-SAT
Are Married
members and guests about the
In Double Ring Ceremony At
BigFamily Program
homes and customs of the KoSalem Methodist
In an impressive ceremony
rean people. She also told of
(co GORCET
perforomed on Sunday, June 17 Miss Mary Alice Mullins was
the persecution of christian
Met'. IL1
la, HUNT! HALL
at 3: o'clock at the Salem Meth- signed by more than one hunleaders by the communists. SevFrI,TON-MARTIN
odist Church, Miss Ruth House, dred and fifty guests.
eral articles of interest which
10w er y Boys lit%
HIWAY, 45 F..
Out of town guests were Mr.
of Fulgham became the bride
Miss
7
Jackso
n had brought from
of and Mrs.
Joe Holland, Mr. and
Billy Holland of Fulton.
Korea were displayed.
THURS-FRI.---JULY 12-13
_ Rev. J. R. Wooten, uncle of Mrs. J. N. Wooten of Detroit.
l
Te .
TEXAS LADY
Mich.
and
Mrs. Clyde Dockey,
the groom performed the douBARBECUE SUPPER
(in - color)
ble ring ceremony before a large Bobby and Mary Ann of OwasGIVE
N AT HARRIS
Claudette Colbert
B. Sullivan
so, Mich.
assembly
of
relatives
and
-,..friends.
The John Revell Suncitiy
Irruneiliately following the re, -,
BAMBOO PRISON
- .I
Schoo
ceptio
Preceeding the
Class
l
n
-the
of
the
Harris Meth- Robt Francis
couple left for a
exchanging
Diane Foster
odist Church enjoyed a barbecue
of the vows and as the guests wedding trip to the Smoky
supper last Saturslay night. June
assembled, a program of nuptial. Mountains. They will make their
SATURDAY JULY 14
30. at the home of Mr and Mrs.
'music was presented' by Miss home at 305 Third St., Fulton,
.
THE RAID
k
Charlie Johnson. Those present Richard Bone
.,:.
Janice Walker, organist and Mrs. Ky.
Ann Bancroft
were Mr. and Mrs John
John Weir Jr. soloist.
(in color)
Revell and children. Mr. and
The bride, who was given in *
- plus—
DIARY
Mrs. V. C. Simpson, left and Mrs. Jim
Mrs. Paul doOley. Laura Cooley.
marriage by her brother, HowTHE OUTCAST
Bilek
e,
crafts
- -plus-Opal WilIta'ms, Mr. and Mrs7 T. John Derek
ard House, wore a ballerina hostesses.
leader of the Chestnut Glade Homemake
Joan Evans
rs
Cluipter 2 of
The lovely Colonial home was
length gown of embroidered
little_ fun as they wrap weaving, braid arounhave a E Hackett. Lola Griffin, Mr. and
(in color)
SEA HOUND
d the Mrs. James Hooper and Tbnuity.
organdy over net and taffeta decorated throughout with arshoulders of Mrs. Edna Strong, one of--The-ch
SUN - MON --JULY 15-16-And Carlson
Mr and Mrs. Chtill*-arter
fashioned with a long fitted tor- rangements of Shasta daisies,
10Tuis
on
members of the club.
Crazy Mixed Up Pap
THERE'S ALWAYS
and children.
so and full skirf pf pleats with roses and greenery, which were
TOMORROW
satin insertion ending in a bow gifts from friends.
The ladies of the Chestnut Ifew weeks
Some of the group enjoyed goago.
Barbara Stanwyck
in the back. The bodice featured
SUN.-MON.-TUES.-WED
A delectable fwo course din- Glade Community are fashio
ing to the water plant in Union
n
With gaily colorea straw of Cite.
Fred MacMurray
short sleeves and a low square ner was served buffet
style. designers from the word "go." I every
plus—
-neckline. She wore white satin Double silver wedding
hue, the ladies were chat"`,...1..' BLACKJACK
The class will have a fish fry
rings held They have no worries about
.
THE INDIAN FIGHTER
ting and working and chuckling
,arm mitts pointed over the hands white tapers and white
in July.
gladioli matching accessories when they
KETCHUM.
.
With
Kirk Douglas
to themselves at the economy
and fastened with tiny cotver were used for the centra
l ap- buy a garment and want a hat
Cinemaso,pe and Color
DESPERADO
with which they are able to look
buttons.
pointment on the buffet table.
HOORAY! SOMETHING'S
they just beautifully
She wore a tiara of seed pearls The tables at which the guests and bag to match .
T-ti WE!) JULY 17-18
get right to work and make the their own dressed as a result of
DOWN
from which fell a double finger- were seated were decorated
handi
work.
Takin
g
THE PRIVATE WAR OF
all
with accessories themselves.
NM
costs into consideration, exclustip veil of silk illusion. She car- similar arrangements of single
Average cost of electricity to
MAJOR BENSON
That's exactly what a News ive of the time they put
farmers has gone down nearly Charlton
ried a white Bible topped with wedding rings with pink
into
Heston
gladJulie Adams
and
a large purple orchid and baby ioli. Wedding ring place cards reporter learned when she vis- making the hat or bag, an aver- 50 cents per 100 kilowatt hours
-NAKED AMAZON"
In Technicolor
ited the members of the Chest- age bag costs about
breath tied with matching satin were used to mark the places
since
1947-5
2,
while
the average
82 cents.
--9Ius—
of nut Glade Homem
In Color
streamers. Her only jewelry the 48 guests who attend
akers at a This includes any little zipper, monthly electrric bill paid by
SO THIS IS PARIS
ed.
meetin
g
in
the
or
home
farme
clasp
of
rs
or lining they must buy
has gone up more than Tony Curtis
the club's
And cartoon — Christopher
was a single strand of pearls.
Miss Wilson and Mr. Fossett
Gloria Dellaven
pi resident Mrs. Carl Rogers a to complete the accessory.
No. 3 in the same period.
Miss Sue House attended her presented the members
Crumpet's Playmates
. In Technicolor
of the
iister as maid of honor.
What is more the ladies are
wedding party with gifts followDavid Holland served
happier still to know that this
his ing the supper.
brother as best man The ushers
• PIERCE STATION enjoyable craft was taught to
were Edwin House. brother of
Mrs. Charles Lowe • them by two of their own memMr. and Mrs. Seldon Peeples
the bride and Joe Holland, of
bers., Mrs. Jim Burke and Mrs.
Fulton are announcing the
brother of the groom. '
marriage of their daughter,
The revival meeting is in V. C. Simpson attended a course
A register which was kept by Shirle
y, to Marshall Clay, son progress at Chapel Hill. Rev. in crafts held at the University
of Mr. and Mrs. Lucy Clay of Bow , the pastor is doing the
Union City.
preaching. Services at 11 o'clock
Applied lo rah,
The marriage was solemni7ed and at 8 at night. The public is
ua rant
.
04
casings.
on July 3, in Corinth, Miss.
invited.
W
At
the
Youth
Center ballMrs. J. W. McConnaugh and
IN THE CHIPS
children of Memphis and Mrs.
room
SIR 6r1
Twelve percent of all potaties Gerald Cooley and -children of
Theati
Elks
Club
t.lniln City
Lake
Stree
marketed for food in 1955 was St. Louis have been guests of
t
sold as potato chips.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cooley.
AIR CONDITIONED
Mr. and Mrs. George MaraTone to WPM For Local News mon of Sturgis,
TEST AD
Ky., and their
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. RoWe want to know how
many people reading this
land Maraman of Detroit spent
cOOL
.
,
,to
01111110•
0
, Sunday with Mr. and
ad will attend our theatre
Mrs. Riley
1
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Omer
so we are making this
9-12 PM
$1.50 Couple
Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Bob DeSPECIAL COUPON
Myer
OFFER!
were also guests in the
Smith home.
Cut out this ad and preP H0
12
sent at boxoffice for
Terry Pope returned to his
REDUCED RATES.
home in Memphis Wednesday
9-piece orchestra
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
ADULTS
after a few days visit with his
I or 2
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
$ .45
High school students invited
3 or 4
George Cooley.
.90
Two Big Action Hits!!
5 or 6
1.35
Mrs. William Long is in Madi- from Fulton, South Fulton,
7 or 8
1.80
It's a picture you'll treasure son County Hospital in Jackson Hickman,
6701E15
21.95
CHILDREN
Cayce and Union
and will undergo a minor operaforever about a guy you'll tion Tuesd
I or 2
20c
ay.
710x
City.
15
This
24.25
is your invitation,
3 or 4
never forget!
40c
Mrs John Matthews is im5 or 6
60c
640x 15
Paul Douglas-John Derek
proving after a few days in come and have fun with
20.89
7 or 8
80c
"THE LEATHER SAINT'
Jones Clinic.
the crowd!
760x
15
26.59
In Vista Vision
THESE SHOWS CIPILY!
800x15
29.59
—P-L-U-S-2 mi)as North of Flaps as
820x15
30.68
THURS.-FELL-SAT.
"
"
1 A
"
1IP61111.1
'W •11
•
US 51 at Mamas "Y"
SI, 1a. ji
John Wayne
20* Conewry to. petnents
in
In an unsual candle-lit service
Mrs. Pete Byars, sister of the
at the First Methodist Church in bride, was Miss Easley's matro
n
Fulton. Sunday ' afternoon, July of honor. Mrs. Johnny Thomp
8, at 3:30, Miss Shirley Easley, son, sister of the groom, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Her- Mrs. John Brown, sister of
the
man Easley of Fulton, became bride, were bridesmaids. They
the bride of Jerry Hawks, son wore identical sheath dresses in
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hawks rainbow colors with organdy
of Fulton.
over-skirts, and carried matchThe church altar was a pi
ing bouquets of white Margaurof summer loveliness with ap- ite daisies. Their matching headpointed arrangements of wood- bands were of ruffled illusio
n,
wardia ferns, interspersed with scattered with small flowers.
white gladioli trees.
George Edd Easley, brother of
The Rev. H. E. Russell, pas- the bride, served as best
man.
tor of the church, officiated at The ushers were Paul Heltsl
ey,
the. impressive double-ring cere- cousin_ of the groom
. Donald
mony. performed before a large Kimbno, Tommy
Brown, 'cousin
assernicly of- friends and rela- of"the bride,
and Joe Pigue.
tives.
Inunediatetv following the
A program of nuptial music wedding
ceremony, a reception
was presented' by Mrs. L. C. Lo- was held
at
gan. organist. and J. C. Suggs, ious countr the Easley's spacy home on West
soloist.
State Line. Those
attending
The attractive brunette bride, were the
immediate families,
given in marriage by her father out
,
of town guests and a few
was attired in a lovely waltz- close
friends of the young coulength wedding gown of white plc.
embroidered organdy.
Following the reception, the
Her bouquet was a white or- young
couple left on a Florida
chid topping a white prayer
wedding trip. Upon their return
book, showered
with
white
bridal satin, tied in love-knots. they will be at home at 514
West State Line.
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D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE.

Also—Cartoon and Comedy
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Ava Gardner and
Stewart Granger
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Also---(7urrent News!
1

TRADE TIRES NOW

THE FAR COUNTRY
James Stewart

SUN -MON.-TUFS.

_ADDED ON SAT. ONLY
LASH LARUE WESTERN

On Your Carl

Friday — Saturday and Sunday

Ruth Roman
(In Technicolor)

Walt Brennan

PLUS

JUMPING JACKS
Starring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

SAVIEk!

Charlie Scates Stores
315 LINDELL
MARTIN, TENN.
PHONE 404

216 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 389

Wednesday and Thursday

TRACK OF THE CAT
Robert Mitchum
Theresa
In Cinemascope ami in color.

Wright

41=11•!rniPer."--••••••••••••••••,,
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WHAT AN ()MLET!
Kentucky hens laid 109 milbon eggs in May. 1956, and 117
million in April. Production is
down from Ill million in May,
1955.

'SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING
by Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator Kentucky Utilities

Again it is the time for all of
us to want a freezer. I am sure
you have wondered if it should
Leading Brands in Popular Relibe the upright type or a chest.
gious, IlIllybIlly, Rhythm, Blues
There are so many good points
about each type.
CITY ELECTRIC
Food packages are rnore.ticcesNI Commercial
Phone 401
sible in the upright type, though
if the freezer is heavily loaded
and not packed systematically,
It can be something of a job to
locate and remove a certain
package from any freezer.
1'1"S HERE
The chest-type freezer scores
The Sensational New Invention
a point when placed in the kitSutherland's "MD" Trues
chen (the ,best place for any
,No Belts — No Straps —
freezer) Wause its flat top can
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The be used as a working surrface.
Not to be outdone, the upright
World's Most Comfortable
can •truthfully say that it ocTruss
cupies less kitchen floor space.
CITY DRUG CO.
When it comes to cost of op408 Lake St.
Fulton erating the two types, we have
learned that there is not a great
deal of difference, if the freezer
are well located and wisely managed. The best location is a dry,
cool, well ventilated area. This
will help to keep down excessive frosting, which adds to operating costs. Frequent turnover
of the contents of the freezer decreases the cost per pound of operating. More and more women
are conscioos that foal loses
flavor if kept in the freezer beyond recommended time limits.
Food is not better after it is
frozen than it was before freezing Select your best meets, vegWash It lir sod aphid You
etables and fruits at the peak of
met oar the umetehleie
their perfection. Air is the debeauty et this de how Satre
stroyer of flavor and texture in
pedst.
Gorgeown solos. $
frozen foods. Seal it out careReady te
Easy 5.
44
fully.
am apply. One gallon
A home food freezer is a fine
dose the ••erage
piece of equipment. It deserves
roan at only ...
past *Ai
good care, and will repay its
Exchange Furniture Co. owner handsomely if intelligently used.
Phone 35
Church St.
Here is a good frozen fruit
salad for your freezer. •2 cups

• LATEST RECORDS
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GOSPEL MEETING
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Thursday July 12, 1956

creamed cottage cheese, 1/3 cup
mayonnaise, 2 tbsp. diced pineapple, 1 cup diced orange, 1/4
cup chopped marachino cherries,
2 tbsp. pineapple juice, 1/3 cup
chopped pecans. Sieve cottage
cheese.' Combine with mayonnaise and sugar and stir, until
well blended. Fold in fruits,
pineapple juice and nuts. Put
in freezer and freeze. Slice and
serve on lettuce

•PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Charles I.owe •
(Last Week)
I wonder if this letter will
find the waste basket or get in
to late. (Ed. note—Sorry we received it to late for last week's
paper).
'
Here's a new and different approach to the fried chicken departMr. and Mrs. William Greer
ment. It's oven frilad! The chicken is prepared in one pan; no previous
spent the weekend in Nashville.
browning needed and it reaches a rich golden brown.
Mr. and Mrs Jerome Ragsdale
It's called "Company Chicken" because it frees the codk from
of Centralia are visiting relatives
standing over the range and it's subtly and deliciously flavored with
here.
California white table wine.
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans is on the
Good go-alongs are the "Creamy Baked Limas" baked in the same
oven, raisin cornbread squares prepared from a mix, colorful canned
sick list.
Mrs. Bill Rogers and daugh- --cling peach halves filled with tart currant jelly, and chilled ripe
olives and celery hearts.
ter, Linda, ote spending this
The planning of this company meal combines all the attributes of
week in Springfield, Tenn. with
an efficient homemaker. It's appealing; all foods eat well together and
relatives.
it eases meal preparation by utilizing the oven.
Mrs. C. E. Lowe visited her
Company Chicken
brother. Ray Adams and wife
2 frying chickens (about
'X teaspoon black pepper
in Martin Sunday. Mrs. Adams
3 to 3'.a pounds each)
1 cup shortening
has just returned from Jones
% cup sifted all-purpose flour Ile cup California Sauten.e,
Clinic in Fulton and is getting
1 tablespoon salt
Rhine Wine, or other white
along nicely.
2 teaspoons paprika
table wine
Miss Marlyn Wilson of Flint,
Cut chicken in serving pieces. Blend flour, salt, paprika and pepper
In paper bag. Shake chicken, a few pieces at a time, to coat. Melt
Mich.. is spending the summer
shortening in large shallow pan, and place chicken skin side down
with her grand -parents, Mr. and
in shortening. Bake in hot oven (425 degrees F.) about 30 minutes,
Mrs. Bud Stem.
until browned. Drain off excess shortening and turn chicken skin side
Joe Royce Lowe has enlisted
up. Drizzle wine over chicken, cover loosely with foil. Reduce oven
in the Air Forcec and will leave
heat to moderately tot oven (375 degrees F.) Bake about 45 minutes
Thursday for his final examinalonger. Makes about 8 servings.
tion in Memphis and will be sent
Creamy Baked Limas
to Lakeland. Texas if he passes.
i green sweet pepper
2 cups California large
Mrs Wallace Cunningham and
dry limas
1 cup commercial sour
ctuldren returned to their home
5 cups boiling water
cream
in Paducah Sunday after a 3
2's teaspoons salt
2 tablespoons molasses
t; strips bacon
weeks visit with her parents,
:1 teaspoon dry mustard
1 large onion
Black pepper
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem.
Rinse limas, add boiling water and boil 2 minutes. Cover and let
Shocklett Johnson of Detroit
stand 1 hour. Add 2 teaspoons salt, and boil slowly until tender, 45
is visiting his mother, Mrs. Magminutes to 1 hour. Cut bacon in %-iech strips, and fry until crisp.
gie Johnson.
Remove bacon, and drain off all but 2 tablespoons fat. Chop onion
Mr and Mrs. Gerald Cooley
and green pepper, and cook slowly until transparent but not browned.
and SOD, Charles of St Louis
Add sour cream,, molasses, mustard, remaining i2 teaspoon salt,
and pepper to taste. Drain limas, reserving Vs cup cooking liquid.
spent the weekend with his parCombine limas,
cup cooking liquid mixture, sour cream mixture
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Cooland bacon, mix lightly, and turn into 214 quart baking dish. Cover.
ey.
Bake in moderately hot oven (875 degrees F.) about 45 minutes,
removing cover about 15 minutes before serving. Garnish with small

visor in charge of recreational
activitieis, Allphin said.
Participating in the camp project are three State agencies, the
Departments of Welfare, Conservation and Economic Security. M. J. Clarke, director of the
Welfare Department's Division
of Children's Institutions, will
be in general charge of the
camp program.
Each camp will be kept to a
maximum of 60 youths and 10
employes. Boys admitted will be
between 14 and 18-years-old.
Food, clothing, housing, medical
care will be furnished by the
State. In addition, athletic, recreational and religious programs
will be offered to the campers.
As a result of these camps,
Kentucky's dependent children,
will have an opportunity to

learn skills in such fields as reforestation, fish hatchery, wild
life preservation, park maintenance, tree nursery, forest research, fire fighting, boats and
boating and swimming and life
guard techniques, Allphin said.

ATLAS ROOFING COMPANY
GENERAL

CONTRACTORS

— PHONE 596115 CHURCH STREET
• ROOFING
• INSULATION
• SIDING

• TUCKPOINTING
• ROOF PAINTING
• BUILT-UP ROOFS

• CONCRETE DRIVES and WALKS
FREE ESTIMATES

WHEN YOUR TV
NEEDS A FRIEND. . .
WHY TOLERATE
POOR VEIWING?
The remedy is simple —
Pick up your phone and
call us for fast, dependable TV repairs. Call today — for more TV enjoyment tomorrow!

ROPER TELEVISION
308 MAIN STREET

FULTON

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

JULY 15- 22
Sunday Services
Weekday Services

11:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.

Happy. Birthday: July
12:
Sandra Stephenson, Mrs. Charles
Jones, Ref. Dan C. Whitsett,
Beverly Hancock, E. E. Brown;
July 13: Philip Merryman, LaMora Williams, Mrs. ester Freeman, Mrs. R. M. Herrin, Henry
Edwards, Billy Joe
Forrest;
July 14. Mrs. Martin Nall, Billy
Ward; July 15. La Verne Thomas, Betty Jo Baucorn; July 16:
Kathryn Smith. Melvin Merryman, Nell Graham, Mrs. Jessie,
Harris, Ralph Old, Jr.; July 17:
Paul Heltsley of the plant deHery Cowan, Shirely Rashid,
Susan
McDaniel, Mrs. Dasie partment was an usher in the
Bard, Mrs. Glenn Bushart; July Easley-Hawks wedding, Sunday.
Virginia Forrest attended the
18: J. T. Willey.
Easley-Hawks wedding, Sunday.
Attend church of your choice
Nahoma
this Sunday.
Mooneyham
Mary
Frances Roberts, Adolphus Latta, and Paul Heltsey attended
Accurate
the wedding of Miss Nancy Willson and Mr. Fossett, Thursday
WORKMANSHIP
evening.

At Low Cost

21.95

The Fulton News
I

JAMES CANNON, Evangelist
CHARLES WALL, Song Leader

Watches, Clocks and Time
Moen of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

The Public lit Cordially In riled

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

24.25
20.89
26.59
29.59
30.68

A unique program of honor

camps for Kentucky's dependent
children will be activated early
in July.
Charles Allphin. commissioner
of Welfare said plans call for
several of these camps to be opened. The first will be at Kentucky Dam State Park. All
camps will be located on Stateowned property, Allphin said.
Personnel in charge of the
Kentucky Village camp are Joe
Reed, Crittenden, administrator;
Dewey Greear, Campton, assistant supervisor in charge of the
educational program, and Vernon Hatton, Lexington, member
of the University of Kentucky
Janie Barber, Katherine Rice, basketball team, assistant super.
Mrs. Cecil Barber and son Jimmy Barber attended the Grand
Old Opry in Nashville, over the
weekend.
Mrs. Lilah Hastings flew to
Detroit last week to visit her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Ruth Grissom.
Insurance and Real Estate
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McClinton
For Best Service in Fire
of Clinton. Iowa who are on their
way to Florida for a vacation,
and Automobile Insurance
stopped in Fulton last week to
visit their sister-in-law, Mrs.
SEC
Eunice Seath.
See you next week,
Charley Stephenson
CARMA JACKSON

CONVENIENCE:

You've never tasted Cottage Cheese that
tastes s0000 good! Tast-Sweet is low in fat
and high in energy-assuring vitamins and minerals. Easy on the pocket-book too! Get TastSweet today. Give your family better tasting,
protein-packed Tast-Sweet Cottage Cheese.

We maintain a modern air-conditioned
funeral home for your convenience. You
are free to use it at no extra cost.
We have funeral services in every price
range to suit your financial circumstances.

PROTECTION:

We maintain oxygen equipped ambulance
service for your protection day and night,
7 days a week—at small cost to you.

Why not give your local funeral director the opportunity to serve you in your
time of need? We can guarantee that you will not find services more reason: vs-,
able out of town.
TELEPHONE 88

COTTAGE
CHEESE

We offer full credit on a Valid Tennessee
Burial Policy—if you call us to serve you.

ECONOMY:

408 EDDINGS STREET

VITAMIN
PACKED
tiV)

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW

.
Eli

CREDIT:

PHONE 307

SPEA
S
(Ake Op*,Cictex
VINEGAR
WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING VINEGAR

Tart! Mellow,
Full-Bodiedl
Golden-Richl
AT STORES
EVERYWHERE

PURE MILK COMPANY
219 East Fourth Street, Fulton

Phone 813

CLASSIFIED ADS
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—ME mu manavi-

THE'S

ALL RINDS OF WETS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
STRAYED—Cow on the farm of
Clyde Corum, 21,4 miles northeast of Cayce. Owner may
claim by indentifying animal
and paying for this ad. Call
2586 Cayce.
FOR SALE:Baby Chicks. Hatch
run heavy breeds $8.95 per
hundred. Keder's ChickerY-Across from the shoe factory
in Union City. The home of
quality chicks and low prices
for 17 years.

VISIT CAGLE'S
BAIT SHOP

_ WHALE OF
A STORY
The TIMItTV WNW.
*PEW FILM...16'MOOS C6CK:
411114OICT Pack Woes Tilt

Women in Uizabeihan times del not realize
Ine vahle Ot trashing or creaming the tact
trt frequent ieteresis. Mang suffered from
saor. biantstes molten women have
smooth,Creerika compiedoes because ot
es elleril skin cafe.

Hickman, Ky.
Friday Cagle RENT A NEW TYPEWRITER
or Adding Machine. Rental
applies on purchase. Harvey
Complete line of Bait and Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
Outfitters, Corner Walnut &
Equipment
Plain Streets. Phone 674.

Open 7 days a week
.24 hour service
FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
—Insurance--

Headquarters for

AGRICULTURAL
LIMESTONE

408 Main St.

Phase

Plenty on hand at all times;
your patronage appreciated

RAYMOND PEWITT
Mill

• Land Surveying
• Civil Engineering

Street;

South Fulton

Home ph. 708; office

1892

POWELL and EUDY Shoe Repair offers you prompt, accurate service at moderate cost.
204 Church Street, Fulton.

• Lots, Subdivisions

RUSSELL E. TRAVIS
417 Eddings St.
Telephone 437

ROOMS FOR RENT: Country
house, modern. See or write
W. L. Page. Fulton Route 5.
No children).
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced worlanen.
Write or call Watson Co.,
Phone 261. Fulton. KY
WEEP THIS AD!
—
Over 20.000 Arthritic and
Rheumatic Sufferers have taken
this Medicine since it has been
on the market.. It Is inexpensive,
can be taken in the home. For
Free information, give name and
address to P. 0. Box 622, Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

One thing which would attract other peoples to Christianity. is for Christians to act like
Christians, which is not a bad
idea, on its own.

USED BARGAINS
$39.95, up refrigerators
$29.95, up elec. ranges
$19.95, up
washers
$219.95 21" television
KING
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DAYTON V-BELTS
for HOME and FARM
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MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. 8129.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

Hi'way 94
Phone 2208

NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
and Buy your office supplies
and equipment. Harvey Caldwell Co., Drive-in Office Outfitters, New Location, corner
Plain Streets.
Walnut dr
Phone 674.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.

ACT

4

TV

First Street
Union City,

Tenn

In our opinion, President Elisenhower cannot be counted out of
the 1956 presidential race yet

If the almanacs are right,
BENNETT ELECTRIC your heating bills this year will
PHONE 201
be higher than they have been
FULTON
in a decade.

HOSPITAL NEWS TIPTONVILLE FERRY BIBLE SCHOOL AT
HIT BY BARGE;
CHURCH OF CHRIST
FERRYMAN DROWNS BREAKS RECORDS

The following were pa,tients
in the local hospitals Wednesday morning.

Fulton Hospital—
Mrs. Lola Hicks, Water Val- r
Sunday Morning Crash
ley; Luther Pickens. Mrs. 011ie
Occurs Despite Good
Puckett, Wingo; Mrs. 0. R.
Clark, Rt. 4, Fulton; Nathan
Visibility, Reports Say
Puckett, Fulton; A. B. Phelps,
Rt. 1, Fulton. Mrs. Harmon JohnServices were held Tuesday
man, Fultors, Mary Swan Bus- afternoon for Faye R. (Pete)
hart, Fulton; Ardell Sams, Ful- , Petty. 30, Thitonville ferry eniton; Mrs. W. B. Thompson, Rt. 4, Iploye, whose body was recovered
Fulton; Mrs. L. Boaz, Fulton;' Monday morning from a ferry
Mrs. R. V. Putman, Sr., Fulton; tug-boat which sank in the MisB. B. Stevenson, Fulton; Mrs. sissippi
river early Sunday
Hazel Suggs, Fulton; Mrs. Har- tmorning after a collision with a
vey Caldwell, Fulton; Mrs. Jim gasoline-laden tow pushed-by the
Beard, Wingo, Route 1; Jamie Cape Zephyr.
Wade, Rt. Is Fulton.
The Rev. W. B. Oakley conducted the services at the TipJones Hospital—
tonville First Baptist Church.
Mrs. Robert Polsgrove. Mrs. Burial was in the Tiptonville
M. C. Payne. Mrs C M. Wright, city cemetery.
Mrs. Bertha Nugent, Ed Bethel,
Mr. Petty's body was removed
and Betty Clark all of Fulton.
from the ferry tug which was
dragged ashore by two tractors.
Haws Memorial—
Dave Winfrey, Fulton; Jim Divers had attempted earlier to
Brockwell, Fulton; Mrs. Ernest recover the body from the sunkMadding, Rt. 4. Fulton; Paul en boat but were hampered by
Butts, Fulton; Mrs. Olive Hale, swift currents
Mr Petty N'aS aboard the ferry
Crutchfield; Mrs. Milton Counce,
Fulton; Mrs. Julius Fulcher, Rt. tug with the pilot. Lewis John3, Fulton; Gene Yates, Fulton; son, when it collided with the
Harris Pirtle, Fulton; Mrs. Oth- Cape Zephyr tow at 620 am.
er Fulcher Rt. 1, Dukedom; Mrs. The two boats crashed near the
Donald Hollinsworth, Fulton; center of the rosin channel.
Mrs. Mildred 1.6ewis, Fulton;
Mr. Johnson was pulled from
Mrs. H. B. Smith, Rt. 5, Fulton. the river by one of the seven
passengers on the barge who
escaped injury. He was taken to.
Smythe's clinic in Tiptonville
and treated for a serious head inIt's a Boy:
jury and shock. His con4ition
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs. Monday was reported as satisJoe Armstrong of Fulton on the factory.
It has not been determined as
birth of an eight pound, one
ounce son. The baby was born yet whether a formal board of investigation will be held in the
July 7, at the Fulton Hospital.
crash, according to a statement
by Cmdr. John R. Silliman of the
It's a Girl:
Coast Guard Marine Inspection
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs. office at Memphis.
In a similar accident 10 years
Learnon Redden of Dukedom on
the birth of a seven pound. four ago on a Sunday night, an oil
ounce daughter. The baby was barge hit a ferry broadside about
born at 5 p.m. July 7, at the 50 yards off the Missouri bank
at Caruthersville. The small tug
Fulton Hospital.
pulling the ferry was crushed
against its side and the ferry
It's a Girl:
overturned. dumping 24 persons
Congratulations. Mr. and Mrs. in four cars and a pickup truck
Robert Smith of Fulton on the Into the river. Eleven died.
The tow consisted of three oil
birth of a daughter, born July
4, at Haws Memorial Hospital. , barges and two tugboats, moving
The baby weighed six pounds, upstream. The pilot of the ferry
thought he had time to pass in
three ounces.
front of the oil barges and reach
a landing, but he misjudged the
It's a Girl:
speed of the barge.
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
William Turner of Dukedom, Franklin D. Roosevelt, a polio
Route 1, on the birth of a victim, founded the Georgia
daughter. Billie Faye was born Warm Springs Foundation, first
July 4, at Jones 'Hospital, and institution exclusively for polio,
weighed five pounds 11 ounces in 1927

I

BIRTHS

At 10 a.m., July 8th. the Bible
School at the Central Church of
Christ broke all attendance records, when 267 were present.
The goal for next Sunday is
300. At this time Oliver Cunningham. minister for the• Central
Church, will teach the combined
adult classes' in the auditorium.
Everyone in Fulton is invited
to study Revelation 21-22 next
Sunday at 10 a.m.
Last Sunday at 11 a m . the
first service of the-Gospel Meeting, the
attendance
almost
equalled the record \attendance
of April 1st. Services during the
Gospel Meeting are at 7145 p.m.
each evening, with the exception
of Sunday which is at 7 p.m.
The sermon subject tonight
will be, "The New Birth Explained in the Great Commission," on Friday night, "The
Plan of Salvation," on Saturday
night "The Unpardonable Sin.'
The sermon subiects on Sunday,
July 15th. at 11 a.m. will be
"Conversion" and at 7 p m
"Heaven." Olivsr Cunningham
is the evangelist.
No contributions will be tak-
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FULL HOUSE
A full house in the "hoes"
colony at James C. Ellis Park is
assured for the 29-day summer
racing nieet which gets under
way on Wednesday. August 1.
This means there will be in the
Neigh borhl
(If
650 thorough.
en at these week day evening
services, only on Sunday. Each
service will last only one hour

breds quartered in the spacious
stables and a check of the stall
reservations shows more horse.
In the "ready for racing" class
this year than ever before on
opening day The meeting of the
Dade Park Jockey" Club will
close Labor Day, Sept. 3. .
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I
Thursday, 7:45 PM 'The New Birth Explained
the Great Commission'
Friday, 7:45 PM 'The Plan of Salvation'
Saturday, 7:45 PM 'The Unpardonable Sin'

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
TWO IDENTICAL WORSHIP SERVICES NEXT
SUNDAY MORNING
8:45 AM - 9:45 AM 'Complete Conversion'
10.00 AM-10:45 AM 'Bible Study for all ages.'
11:00 AM-12:00 PM 'Complete Conversion'
RELIEVE CROWDED CONDITIONS - WORSHIP
AT 8:45 AM
Air Conditioned For Your Conifert
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BUCK & WHITE
STORE
UNION CITY, TENN.
Phone 36 or 567

SALE
Over 1500 Pair! A Gigantic Windfall of Bargains
Starts Thursday
Grace Walker Shoesfor Women
Morning July 12 Fry's Shoe Store John C. Roberts Shoes for Men
Doors Open 9 AM 220 Lake Street
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Fulton, Ky Red Goose Shoes for Children
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